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On the Road to Oz:
L. Frank Baum as Western Editor

Nancy Tystad Koupal

On the advice of Horace Greeley, L. Frank Baum came west
to seek his fortune in 1888 and, like Mark Twain, Bret Harte,
and other writers before him, soon found himself engaged in
western journalism^ In following the American Dream westward, the future Royal Historian of Oz expanded his personal
experience of the United States from his native New York State
to the wide-open spaces of the Great Plains. During his time as
editor, he also recorded a remarkable cross section of American life that he later recrafted to fit the needs of his fiction.
From the boundaries of the frontier to the bestseller list,
Baum's road to Oz led through a surprising blend of western
politics and humor, racial tension and spirited editorializing,
dining-room seances, and woman-suffrage campaigns, and heated discussions of Spiritualism and modern fiction. For despite
his distance from the cultural centers of the East, editor Baum
was remarkably up-to-date, just like the "modernized fairy tale"
of Oz he wrote ten years later.
Fven though retail business aspirations brought Baum to Dakota Territory, newspaper writing was a far more compatible
The author gratefully acknowledges the research work and editorial assistance of Laura
Ries and Jeanne Ode in preparation of this article. Their day-to-day help and the good advice
of Michael Patrick Hearn made this article possible.
1. Edwin C. Torrey. "So. Dakota is Proud of L. Frank Baum," Minneapolis Journal. 13
Sept. 1902; L Frank Baum to T. Clarkson Gage, 3 July 1888. L. Frank Baum Collection,
Alexander Milcheil Library, Aberdeen, S.Dak.
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field for the man from Syracuse, New York, who had published
newspapers and written plays in his youth. With two to three
dailies, four or more weeklies, and two ready-print businesses,
Aberdeen offered tempting possibilities to a lifelong scribbler.
Baum must also have been aware of Mark Twain's career, in
which the Missourian attained a national literary reputation by
writing humorous stories for the Territorial Enterprise in Virginia City. Nevada, after coming west to find his fortune in timber or mining.- Another, more immediate model was Dakota's
own Fred Hayden Carruth, who established the EstelUne Bell in
1883. Its tall tales and satirical "Dakota Gossip" column made
CarRith known statewide and beyond. By 1888, he had taken a
high-profile writing job with the New York Tribune and was
contribLiting short stories to national magazines;^ The Estelline
Bell, which "on account of Fred Carruth's humorous articles
was once more widely quoted than any other Dakota paper,
. . , served Mr. Carruth's purpose in giving him national prominence," the Aberdeen Daily News noted in June 1889.* Baum
appears to have set about to achieve the same thing, first
through his contributions to other publications and then upon
the greater canvas of his own newspaper.
As soon as he opened Baum's Bazaar in the fall of 1888, the
thirty-two-year-old shopkeeper peppered the public with clever advertisements, iiawking liis wares with verse and rhetorical
gimmicks. "The sun of Aberdeen is rising;" a sample in the Aberdeen Daily News enthused, "its powerful and all-reaching beams
shall . . . draw the wondering eyes of all nations to our beautiful hub. And that reminds us that hubs—or hubbies, rather—
should see their wives and families are supplied on Easter day
with some of those delicious Flowers and Plants that we
have."^ When his press dispatches and work with the baseball
team brought him local fame the following spring, Baum also
2. David Dary. Red Blood & Black ¡nk Journalism in ¡be Old W^t (New York; Alfred A
Knopf, 1998), pp. 31-32,
3- "Bcxiks and Magazines," Nortbwestem Progress 2 (Jan. 1893); 28: O. W. Coursey. Uteraiiire of South Dakota. 4th cd. (Mitchell, S.Dük.: Educator Supply Co., 1925). pp. 374-75;
Barbara S. Hartinyt^r. "Fred Hayden Carruih: Author and JoLirnalisl, 1862-1932" (Ma.sier's tiie.sis. South Dakota Statt- University, 1971), pp. 39-4U.
•i. Aberdeen Daily News, 4 June 1889.
5. Ibid.. 20 Apr. 1889.
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We have just received from the patentee a new Poetry
and having set ¡tup in the midst of our beautiful stock, we tumetl
the crank with the following result:
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At Baum's Hazsar, you'll find bj fanTbe finest goods in, town;
The cbeRpest, too, as you'll find triup
If you'll juBt step around.
There's glassware neat and new and sweet,
Their crockery is a wonder;
There are setts for water and cups and saucer
At twenty cents and under!
And then their tine is extra fine
In goods real Japanese;
The albuma plush go witb a rush.
The lamps can't tail to please.
You 're sure to find juat what you mm<],
The bric-a-brac so rare.
The baskets light fke Jeweb bright.
The flowers ao fresh and fair,
And then tbe toys for girls and boys
Are surely

(Here the machine got stuck, and on taking it apart it was found
so full of enthusiasm that we were obliged to send it to one of the
old-fashioned up-town stores to enable it to ooz out.)
Baum's wit shone through the aduertisements he created for his noivlty
store. The poetry and humor in this 27 Octolx'r 1889 example fn>m
¡he Aljcrdeen Daily Hevj^ foreshadoti'ed the work he would later
do CIS editor of the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer.

moved to further his writing career nationally, In early July, the
storekeeper departed for Edgeley, North Dakota, to take pliotographs and write a story about German-Russian immigrants
in the area for Harper's Monthly, he informed the local press.
"Mr. Baum," the News reported, "is an excellent writer and probably has no superior in the west for this class of work. His articles will attract wide-spread attention." Tlie newspaper warmly
welcomed him "to a place among the press gang of the city.""^
A sample of his work, titled "A Russian Wedding," showed up
in the News two weeks later on 24 July 1889. Its chauvinistic
levity in describing German-Russian marriage customs was typical of the humor of the day, and the Dakota Ruralist, another
Aberdeen paper, reprinted it three days later.
During this same period, Baum's baseball poems, "Wliy" and
"The Kids and the Goose Eggs," also appeared in the Neivs,
6. Ibid., 10 July i^M). See also 14 July.
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along with his baseball dispatches. Again, his efforts did not go
unnoticed, and a playful report of a "graphophone" into which
various prominent townspeople had spoken, included, as one
"effusion from the cold wax, . . . a lengthy base ball epic in
sixty verses and seven cantos signed 'L. IF.] B.'" After playing
through it, "the surface of the cylinder seemed all torn up and
the soul of the reporter felt like a newly ploughed field."'^ During August, the author continued to work on his Harper's
assignment, visiting German-Russian settlements in McPherson
County, but if anything more came of his research efforts, it has
not come down to us. As the fall election approached, Baum
contributed thoughtful letters to the editor of the News, advocating Sioux Falls over Pierre for temporary capital of the soonto-be-.state of South Dakota, a stance he would maintain in promoting Huron over Pierre for permanent capital a year later.*^
He may also have tried his hand at satire. Attributed to "PETE"
and containing pointedly political definitions of various prohibition options proposed for the state constitution, a short piece
entitled "New Catechism" appeared directly below Baum's 12
September 1889 letter to the editor. This same byline would
reappear a few months later at the end of Baum's first satirical
columns as a full-fledged editor.^ With so much press exposure,
Baum's next move seemed preordained.
After the failure of the Bazaar at the end of 1889, the former
shopkeeper looked over the busy Aberdeen newspaper field
before taking charge of "the material and good will in business
of the Dakota Pioneef in mid-January 1890. John H. Drake,
another Syracuse transplant, had started the weekly Pioneer in
1881 as one of the first newspapers in Aberdeen. He had already tried to sell the paper twice, but those sales had, the
7. [bid., 24. 25. 26 July, II Aug. 1889; Dakota Ruralist. 27 July 1889. It is interesting to
compare the 11 Aug. 1889 spoof of Ihe graphophone with Baum's use of a phonograph In
his 31 January 1891 "Our Landlady" column. L. Frank Baum, Our Landlady, ed. & ann. Nancy
Tystad Koupal (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996). pp, 162-65.
8. Aberdeen Daily News, 28 Aug-, 12 Sept.. 1 Oct. 1889. An article on Gemían-Russians
with Baum's byline does not appear to have been published in any contemporary Harper's
publication. For more on Baum's ediiorial stance on Pierre, see Koupal, annotations in Our
Ixindlady. pp- 220-21, 238,
9. Aberdeen Daily News, 12 Sept.. 8 Nov., 19, 21. 25 Dec, 1889, Another political squib
signed "PETE" appears in the 7 Sept, 1889 Netvs. Baum signed his first ihree "Our Landlady"
columns "PCTE," Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 25 Jan,. 1. 8, Feb. 1890.
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Aberdeen Daily News quipped, "proved to be only rentals,"
precedents that should have given Baum pause. Nevertheless,
the new purchaser gave assurances that the current sale was
"bona fide," and the News reported that he would set up shop
in the Jewett Block, sell the "Prouty press," and engage the
Dakota Newspaper Union, one of the local ready-print shops,
to "do the press work."^" This information proved to be at least
partly, if not wholly, erroneous.
10. Aberdeen Daily Neu's. 19 Jan, 1890. For inlbrmation about Drake and ihe Dakota Pioneer, see Aberdeen: A Middle Border City. American Guide Serie,'; (Alierdeeii. S.Oak.: South
Dakota Writers' Project, Works Projects Administration, 1940), pp, 49-'iO, and Koupal, annotations in Our Landkidy. pp. 209-10. The operaiions of the Dakota New-spaj^er Union are
written up in Aherdeen Daily Neivs, 10 July 1RS8.

By 1890. when Baum estahtished himself in the newspaper business, Aberdeen had
a numf?er of substantial brick buildings like the Excelsior Block, where the editor
located the offices of the Aberdeen SatLird:iy Pioneer and hisjoh-printing business.
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Wasting no time in making his mark on South Dakota journalism, proprietor Baum changed the paper's name from the
Dakota Pioneer to the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer and moved
his offices into the Excelsior business block, a fact the News
correctly reported a week later. Whether he actually sold the
press is unknown. Because Baum planned to bring "a little
printing press" with him to Dakota in 1888 and Drake's shop
may have contained more than one, he could have disposed of
a press, but it seems unlikely.^^ Instead, he bought additional
type to stock the job printing department and hired a foreman
to run it. Job printing of business stationery, fliers, business
cards, programs, and special editions, among other things, constituted an important source of supplementary income for a
newspaper office.^^ The Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer's new publisher touted such services in his columns and printed his own
advertisements. "BAUM, THE PRINTER O F ABERDEEN, SOLICITS YOUR
JOB-PRINTING," his business cards announced, promising: "NEW
TYPES. FAST & PERFECT PRESSES. NO HIGH EXPENSES. NO GRASPING
DISPOSITION. PRACTICAL AND EXPERIENCED WORKMEN."'^ In an inter-

view many years later, Baum also recalled setting type for the
newspaper. "1 used to go out and rustle up my own ads and
set 'em up," he told a reporter in 1913, "and when the tramp
printer would desert me I would take a fling at the type case,
and tlien I would go out and deliver the papers to the advertisers."^* Even so, Baum's newspaper would not be a completely in-house production, and the Dakota Newspaper Union,
which had recently purchased six brand-new stereotyping
machines for its steam-powered operation, may have done the
press work. It almost certainly provided much of Baum's readyto-prim material.'^

n . Bauiii [o Gage. 3 July 1888.
12. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 29 Mar., 24 May. 20 Sept. 1890; Barbara Cloud. The Business of Newspapers on the Western Frontier (Keno: University of Nevada Press. 1992). pp. 7276.
13. Business card, [1890], Box 1, Folder 1.1, L Frank Baum Papers, Department of Special Collections, Syracuse University Library, Syracuse. N. Y.
14. Quoted in "Oíd-Sryle Fairyland Too Remote. Says 'Oz' Man" (clipping), [ca. Mar. 1913],
L. Frank Baum Scrapbook, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale Llniversity. New
Haven, Conn.
15. Aheideen Daily News, 1 Feb. 1890.
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In the first issue of tiie Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, the publisher announced that he iiad arranged to print one of ''famous
humorist" Bill Nye's fully illustrated columns each week, "an
enterprise never before undertaken by an Aberdeen publication." He also promised a weekly installment of 11. Kider Haggard's not-yet-published novel Beatrice, to begin on 8 February.^^
These syndicated features came as preset metal plates, complete with engravings and ready to print wherever space permitted.'^ While Haggard's novel failed to appear in the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, Edward Bulwer-Lytton's Leila: or, The
Seige of Granada entertained readers from 24 May to 12 July.
Short stories, long features about celebrities, wit and humor,
household hints, and national news dominated the endless
supply of ready print that filled Baum's pages as the Pioneer
quickly fell into a recognizable pattern.
The front page almost always contained humor and. often, a
feature story to attract readers' attention. Starting with his fourth
issue and continuing through March 1890, the publisher himself frequently cc^ntributed up to half of the first-page content,
giving prominence to eitlier his satirical column "Our Landlady"
or a long write-up of a local event. Occasionally, another local
writer such as Emma Cranmer (13 February 1890) or Allen Penfield (22 March 1890) contributed a front-page stor>'. The next
two pages contained hard news, including state legislative
summaries and congressional updates. Later on, Baum would
refer to the state reports, which appeared on page 2, as "unequalled,"^** but in reality he was probably the only local buyer
of preset copy from Aberdonian E. P. Williams, whose "Dakota
bureau of correspondence" provided a weekly summary of
state news to eastern papers.''' Pages 6 and 7 also contained
ready-to-print national news and stories. The layout of the paper
suggests that Baum purchased pages 2, 3, 6, and 7 complete as
stereotypes, or "boiler plates" that were ready to snap into a
printing frame, or as preprinted paper, known as patent in16. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 25 Jan. 1890.
17. Cloud. Business of Newspapers, pp. 144-45. Edgar Wilson {"Bill") Nye was himself
another western success story, having won fame lor his humorous work in the Lammie Daily
Sentinel and Laramie Boomerang. Dary, Red Blood & Black Ink. p. 1Ó0.
lH. Aberdeen Salurdtiy Pioneer, H Feb. 1891.
19. Aberdeen Daily News, 4 Aug. 1890.
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The IS l'eliritary IH90 Wicrúccn Saturday i'kyneer featun'd hunioiixt Hill
Nye's column, illustrated hy Walt McDiiugai and Bannis "Our l/iudlady" column
on the fronipage. 'We engravings made the Pioneer tbe only illustrated neu>spa})er
in Aberdeen. In ¡904. McDungul would also illustrate Iktum's syndicated
column, titled "Queer Visitors from tbe Mamelons ¡Mnd of Oz."
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He or his workmen then set most of the type for pages
1, 4, 5, and 8 in order to accommodate local advertisements,
editorials, personals, and local news and features. The last page
varied the most, sometimes featuring signed articles or extra
personals but often filling up entirely with local ads.
Pages 4 and 5 were tlie heart of the paper, and even as times
got rough, portions of these pages were always written within
Baum's shop. Here, the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer masthead,
with "L, F, Baum" listed as "Editor & Publisher," proclaimed his
personal attention to the contents of the editorials (page 4) and
local and society news (page 5). In his introductory editorial,
the new owner exhibited the characteristic exuberance with
which he would conduct his "wide-awake Saturday journal."
Informing readers that he had "had the forethought to stuff his
trowsers [sic] in advance," he announced his readiness to fill
the editor's chair and promised to work "zealously and energetically for the wellfare [sic] and advancement of our beautiful city and its tributary towns." In return, he asked for a "liberal patronage" from the citizens of Aberdeen, whose generosity made him "confident of their support so long as we prove
deserving."-^ Tliese opening statements proved strangely prophetic, for as the community's patronage declined in the hard times
of 1891, the citizens of Aberdeen would begin to judge the
paper's worthiness harshly.
In early 1890, however, Baum enthusiastically donned the
mantle of western editor to publish a newspaper in the best
interests of his community and to offer "counsel and guidance
in the obtuse and intricate political issues which are constantly crcipping up in this remarkable country."-- In noting that
some editors are better than others, he eulogized those who
had followed the railroad. "Wherever a few frontiersmen built
a cluster of huts," he wrote, "there the editor squatted: there he
smoked his pipe, set his type, turned the creaking handle of
his primitive press, and sent forth to the world his blurred
sheets, teeming with the wonders of his region, the resources
20. Cloud, Business of Newspapers, pp. 140-45; Aberdeen Daily News, 10 July 1888, 1 Feb,
1890.
21. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 25 Jan. 1890.
22. Ibid,, 7 jLine 1890.
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of his soil, the salubrity of his climate and the rapidity of his
city's growth." By encouraging "hardworking, impoverished farmers of the eastern and middle states" to come west, the pioneering editor created respect for himself "as at least the stepfather of his countiy" and earned "honor, wealth and prosperity" as communities grew. It was a model Bauiii intended to follow, in contrast to the class of "self-termed "editors'" who "made
the press a stepping stone to their political schemes and [lined]
their pockets with the proceeds of final proof and legal
notices." Such editors, Baum wrote, "are as incapable of writing an editorial as they are of repeating the Lord's Prayer" and
never "give credit for the clippings which fill [their] papers.'"^^
Having found his road to honor and prosperity, Baum quickly set off to fill the editorial heart of his paper with columns of
original material promoting Aberdeen and South Dakota. He encouraged irrigation and diversification as the farmers' and
23. Ibid,. 8 Mar, 1890.

Like other western editors,
Baum promoted his home
area with enthusiasm.
The creativity uith which
he made his views known,
hou?ever. set him apart
from the rest an4
attracted rentiers
eager to ¡earn what
he uiould say next.
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townspeople's salvation on the semiarid Great Plains and regularly pointed out what he considered the best political course
to grow Aberdeen "into a metropolis of unassailable magnitude." In serious editorials, the Pioneer publisher eschewed "flowery language," putting the case "bluntly" and "hammering" into
his readers that Aberdeen needed to '"rustle" if it were to beat
out the competition.-'* Proving himself well-informed, he persuasively promoted the state on the national level. In fact, his
editorial concerning the tariff on tin, which turned into a promotion of tin mining in the Black HiUs of South Dakota, was
convincing enough for the Chicago Inter-Ocean to "crib" part
of it word for word. This form of approval had built the reputation of western editors such as Carruth, but in Baum's case,
the metropolitan newspaper failed to credit its source.^^ Editors
around the state did not make the same mistake, complimenting the Pioneer publisher as they credited his efforts and leading him to create a scrapbook for days when the profession
drove him "into a fit of the Ylumps."'^^
For readers, Baum's straightforward editorials were the least
of the attractions drawing them into the Aberdeen Saturday
Pioneer, where the creative talent that would one day write Ihe
Wizard ofOz sparkled across the interior pages for all to enjoy.
The editor's inventive mind constantly played with new voices
and novel methods of getting his message across. Pithy squibs
about politicians and local bigwigs made Baum's personal columns a strong drawing card for his Aberdeen contemporaries,
who eagerly bought the paper t<i discover who was being
skewered each week.^" Even the titles of the columns twinkled
24. Ibid. 31 May !H9l). iiaiim's promotion of irrijiation lieyan in his first, 2S Jan. 1890,
issue and continiiwl tlirou^hoiit liis lime as editor. For a discussion of Baum'.s promotional
aciivities. including liis .slion-lived publication the Western ¡ni<estor. see Our Landlady, especially pp. 108-10. 157-59. Ifi9. 18(1-87, 190.
2'î. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 29 Mar.. 19 Apr. 1890; Aberdeen Daily News. 18, 20 Apr.
1890. The Inter-Oceaii may. or may not. ha\'e "cribl.>ed" from the Piomxfr t-iú^mMy. bul the
idea and some of the wording had certainly appeared first in the Pioneer on 29 March. When
the Aberdeen Daily News then, in turn, copied the Inter-Ocean on 18 April. Baiim took the
opportunity to let his rival editor know tbai lie had primed "the Pioneer's identical words
from the ¡nter-Œcan" two week.s after he hail first "advanced the argiimem" in the Pioneer.
II did his reputation no harm kx'atly to sug^e.-ít the Inter-Ocean had copied frijin his paper.
26. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, IT Feb. 1890.
27. Matilda Jewell üagc. "To the readers of the Baum Bugle." Baum Bugle 17 (Autumn
1973): 16. Dnry. Red Blood & Black Ink. pp. I'i7. 161-63, points out the imponance of per-
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with mischief "Particular Paragraphs: Pleasing Personals of
Prominent People" or '"Minced Giblets; Spicey [sic] Items all can
Relish" headlined local items on page 5.'^*^ In fact, the titles frequently indicated whether Baum himself was at work on the
newspaper or someone else was filling in. When Baum was
traveling, personals appeared under the drab labels "Items of
Interest" and "Additional Local."^^
Not infrequently Baum would cloak his editorial message in
satiric verse. Within a semiregular column entitled " Bye-the-Bye:
Matters that strike a Wandering Reporter's eye," he commented
on the quality of city leadership with this six-line offering:
"I really can't see
For the life of me,"
Said the mayor in deep cogitation,
"Why they kick like a steer
On the administration here
When there really is no administration."^
In supporting Huron over Pierre for capital, Baum penned an
acrostic for the editorial page:
Huron for Capital
How can any living man.
Unless his brain is cracked.
Resolve to put the capital
On any town .side-tracked?
No one can fail to understand—
Few men should fail to teach it—
Our future capita! should be
Right where we al! can reach it.
Consider that while Huron has
A road to every section,
Pierre is with difficulty reached.
It lies in such direction
sonáis for attracting readers and ihe often lackluster way in which most newspapers presented them.
28. See Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 1 Feb. 1890 and 22 Mar. 1890, respectively, for tiie
first appearance of these columns.
29. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 12 July, 27 Sept. 1890.
30. Ibid., 15 Feb. 1890.
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That we must all to Huron go
And thence to Pierre—that's bad—and so
Lets vote for Huron's election!^"
Wliile it might not win literary awards, it dressed his argument
in new guise and rallied readers to Huron's banner.
During the first six months of his tenure as publisher, such
verse regularly supported Baum's editorial positions and appeared unsigned within his various columns, but occasionally
a piece stood alone, signed either "Louis F. Baum" or "L. F. B."
Readers of this era were accustomed to short poems of sentiment or humor appearing regularly in their newspapers, and
prolific versifiers like Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Will Carleton
made a successful living supplying signed rhymes, often seasonal, for broad distribution to national papers.-^- One of Baum's
signed offerings, more ecstatic than artful, celebrated spring
rains after drought and the promise of golden wheat by summer's end. Titled "In Hoc Signo Vinces!" the poem enthused,
"Oh, the mud—the luscious mud!" and "Mud, mud/As we
scud/Through thy slime/We chew the cud/ Of gratitude, for
thou art a btid/Of future promise to us, oh mud!"^^ It was too
much mud and drivel for the editor of the nearby Mellette Tribune, who opined that he did not know this L. F. B., but after
reading his "alleged poetry" he did not think he wanted to.
"Some day," he prophesied, "a long suffering public will arise
in its just wrath and crush him."^'* The Aberdeen Daily Neivs
reprinted this literary judgment, and Rau!Ti seized the opportunity to promote his paper as 'bright and newsy" and condemn
the printing quality of both the News and the Tribune, but the
harsli tone of the criticism seems to have slowed his poetic output.•^•' Bits of verse still popped up occasionally within his
columns, but the Abweer editor published no more signed poems.
31. Ibid.. =ijiily 1890.
32. Ru.ssel Nye, The Unetnharrassed Muse: The Pajnilar Arts in America (New York: Dial
Press, 1970), pp. 1ÜÜ-1Ü1, lUv!7. 119. \2^-l'\: Aberdeen Daily Newx. 6 July 189().
33. Alx-rdeen Saturday Pioneer, 24 May 1S90. Bauni'.s first name was Lyman. bul he disliked it and li.sed Louis instead while in AtîerUcen.
34. Mellette Tribune, reprinted in Aherdeeri Daily News, 31 May 1890.
35. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 7 June 189U. In 1898, liuum woi.ili.1 print a collection of
his poetry in whicli he adinittt-d thai even his "hfst friends have nvwv t;tlletl me a poet, and
I ¡lavc lieen flirted to admire their restraint" ("Foreword." By the Candelahras (.Hare. [1H98;
facsimile ed,, Dclmar, N.Y.: Sdiular.s* Facsimiles ¿t Keprint.s, 19fill. unpaged). Tlie ti>llectiun
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The most intriguing voices that Baum used weekly to explore the vagaries of politics and the hopes of Aberdonians
occurred in his "Our Landlady" and "The Editor's Musings"
columns. The latter usually appeared on the editorial (fourth)
page, while "Our Landlady" might appear on the first or last
page but most often on the fifth (social and local news) page.
This placement indicated that Baum proffered the unpredictable exploits of his semiliterate landlady as entertainment,
but the vocal boardinghouse keeper Sairy Ann Bilkins frequently expounded on the same topics as the editor, giving
him an alternative persona through which to explore issues.
Baum was staunchly Republican; the landlady converted to the
Independent (later Populist) party for all the wrong reasons.
Uneducated but strong on common sense, Mrs, Bilkins also
gave the editor a female voice through which to explore the
issue of woman suffrage, a topic to which he dedicated many
column inches in his regular editorials.•^*' He also examined the
issue less directly in the "Editor's Musings" columns, where the
tone was serious, reflective, and, unlike some of his editorial
arguments, usually noncombative. While editor/publisher Baum
and Mrs. Bilkins strongly supported Aberdeen and urged a
political and civic agenda designed to create a metropolis from
a prairie town of two to three thousand residents, the musing
editor discus.sed religion, tolerance, the occult, modern literature, the superiority of western women, merchandising practices, and schemes for creating a happy family life. In tackling
subjects so close to his own heart and yet so much a part of
the broader culture of the 1890s, the future Royal Historian of
Oz revealed much about himself and much that is of value to
anyone studying his books and their deeper meanings.
The "Editors Musings" began as a weekly feature, occupying
a prominent place on the editorial page of the first five issues
(25 January-22 February 1890). The column then showed up once
a month, ending without comment after the 10 May 1890 installment. The feature would recur later in the year but take on
contains two of his signed Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer poeins: "Nance Adkiris," signed Louis
F. Baiim (1 Mar. 1890), and "Ye Wannüifí Pan," signed L F. B. <8 Mar. !890). One uasigncd
poem on cheese sticks (8 Feb, 1890) was revised and included as "A Hare Bit."
ously absent is "In Hoc Signo Vinces."
36. For the views of ihe landlady, see Baum. Our Landlady.
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a different cast. like the rest of the newspaper in its early months,
the first eight columns reveal the author/publisher's zest for his
new role in the community and his serious intent as an editor
to provide information and "guidance" on "all current events."-'^
He began with a topic that would become increasingly important to him through the year and in the rest of his life—Theosophy.
'Tlie age of Faith is sinking slowly into the past;" Baum mused
on 25 Januaiy 1890, "the age of Unfa ith becomes an important
problem of today." With those words, the columnist signaled
his personal involvement in the religious crisis of the late nineteenth centuiy. New scientific theories of geologist Charles
Lyell and biologist Charles Darwin concerning the age of the
earth and the evolution of mankind had challenged the tenets
of accepted Christian belief and changed the nature of modern
thinking. As people staiggled tofindmeaning in individual human
lives, many turned to Iîuddhism and other eastern religions,
finding them more compatible with the new ideas than Chri.stianity. For some, the concept of reincarnation of souls toward
perfection offered a spiritual parallel to evolutionaiy theory.^
For others, like author Edward Bulwer-Lytton, the study of the
occult offered a method of revalidating Christian virtues and
revealing the supernatural as 'the natural as yet undiscovered."-^'^ Baum's column focuses on the Theosopliists for whom
Christ is but one in a long line of teachers, or Mahatmas, who
are revealing the divine (theos) wisdom (sophia) of a "common
Creator,'"*"
Founded in New York in 1875 by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky,
Henry S, Olcott, William Q. Judge, and others, the Theosophical Society had three main objectives: (1) to form a "Brotherhood of man," without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste, or
color; (2) to encourage study of comparative religion, philosophy, and science; and (3) to investigate unexplained laws of
37. Aherdeen Saturday Pioneer. 7 June 1890.
38. D. H. Meyer, "American Inte! Ice tu als and the Viaorian Crisis of Faith," in Victorian
America, ed. Daniel W. Howe (n.p.: University of Penasylvania PreHS, 1976), pp, 'S9-60, 62;
Norm:in Filierington, ed., Ihe Aniwtated She: A Critical Edition o/H. Rider Haggant.<: Victorian Romance IHloonungton: Indian;! University Press, 1991), pp. xxvii, xxix.
39. Jaine.s L. Campbell. Sr., Hdwiird Bulwer-Lytton. Twayne's Knt;li,sh Aiilhors Series, no,
420 (Boston; Twayne Piililishcrs, 1986). p. 113.
40. Abt^rdeen Saturday Pioneer, 25 Jan. 1890.
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The teachings of Helena
Blavatsky. a founder of
Vx-usophy. apfjealed to
those dissatisfied tvith
traditional religion.
Among her adherents
iras Baum, who exposed
Aljerdonians to her
Idects through his oftencontroversial newspaper
I xiitorials.

nature and the powers latent in man. The ancient civilizations
and religions of Egypt and India were the focus of much of
their investigation."^^ "How came Egypt by her knowledge?" Blavatsky asked in Isis Unveiled. "When broke the dawn of that
civilization whose wondrous perfection is suggested by the bits
and fragments supplied to us by the archaeologists?'' Blavatsky
and Olcott left for India in 1878, setting up world headquarters
there. Judge would reestablish an American section of the movement in New York City in the mid-1880s.^^ In sketching the core
41. H. P. Blavat.sky, The Theosophical Glossary (1892; facsimile ed., Los Angeles: Theosophy Co., 1966), p. ÜZH. For the most part, the objectives follow the modern wording found
in the Encyclopedia Btitannica. 15th ed. (1986), vol. 11. p. 696. or on the New York Theosophical Society's Wfb page, www.theo.sophy-ny.or^new_york_theo.sophical_society.htm.
42. Blavatsky. Isis Vntvihd. ed. Boris de Zirkoff (1877; rev. ed.. Wheaton, III.; Tlieosophical Publi.shin)i Hou.se, 1972). p. 515; Sylvia Craaston, Jhe Extraordinary Life and Influence
of Helena Blamtsky, Founder ofthe Modern Theosopbical Moivment (New York: G. I'. Piirnam's Sons. 1993), pp. 1H5-86. 372-73. For inforniation on Judges role, see Bmce F. Campbell. Ancient Wisdom Revii'ed: A Hiitory ofthe 'Iheosaphical MoivmeiU ( Berkeley: University
of California Press. 1980). pp. 103-11. '
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ideas of this group in his column, Baum correctly noted that
they did not consider themselves a religion but a group of followers united in exploring the tiiiths of nature, and he argued
that in searching for the truth the "sect" offered no threat to
Christianity. It was an argument that most Aberdonians were
not ready to accept. Even though articles on hypnotism and the
mysteries of nature had recently appeared in the Aberdeen
Daily News, Baum's sympathetic take on Tlieosophy, which was
frequently called Esoteric Buddhism, did not reflect the general thinking of his community.'*^
Since the fall of 1889, the eight-year-old town of Aberdeen
had been experiencing an upsurge in church attendance and
church building. The catalyst had been the November arrival of
Episcopal minister R.J. Keeling, late of Trinity Church in Washington, D. C, and Saint Stephen's in Harrisl.')urg, Pennsylvania.'*'*
The Reverend Doctor Keeling "is a man of wide experience
and with a fund of interesting anecdotes at his tongue's end,"
Baum noted in his first issue of 25 January. Keeling's gifted oratory soon packed the churches and invigorated the community, leading the Aberdeen Daily News to remark that the "gratifying" church attendance proved that Aberdonians were "church
going and Sabbath loving people."'*'' Elush with success, the
town's ministers formed the first clerical association in mid-January. Its existence, the News crowed, "is onç more evidence of
the metropolitan character" of Aberdeen.**^^ At its 3 February
meeting, the Baptist minister read a paper that seemed to be
aimed directly at the argument in Baum's 23 January column.
"Society holds that every man's religious opinions must be
respected whether right or wrong," the tninister read, but for a
Christian the bottom line is Christ's godhead, and "in the Lordship of Christ we find 'the limits of Christian reciprocity.""*^
Clearly, the ministers were not accepting the idea that Theoso43. David B. Parker. 'Oz: L. Frank Baum's Tlieosophical l.itopia," paper delivered al Kennesaw Academic Forum, Apr. 1996, copy at \vww.geocilic-s.com/Athtn.s/Par[henon/664i/oztheos.html; Aberdeen Daily i\'ews, 19 Dec. 1889 and 10 Jan, 1890.
44. Aberdeen Daily News. 17, 26 Nov., 3, 17. 24, 26, 29 Dec. 1889, 21 Jan. 1890; Aberdeen
and Bivwn County, S.D., Illustrated (Aberdeen, S.Dak.: Aberdeen Sun, [1892)1. s,v. "Rev. Dr.
Keelinfi."
45. Aberdeen Daily Neil's, 26 Nov. 1889.
46. Ibid.. 21 Jan. Í890.
47. Quoted ihid., 4 Feh. 1890.
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phy or the study of the occult sciences could be undertaken
without menace to the fundamentals of Christian faith.
Baum had not formed his ideas about religion within the
local community but under the longstanding influence of his
mother-in-law. Matilda Joslyn Gage of Fayetteville, New York.
A well-known supporter of woman suffrage, Gage had spent
much time in Dakota since 1883, visiting her children who had
emigrated there and lobbying the territorial legislature as vicepresident-at-large for the National Woman vSuffrage Association.
Gage, who became a member of the Theosophical Society in
1885, had long been sharing its magazine, the Path, among
family and friends. Sending a recent issue to her son T. Clarkson Gage in Aberdeen in 1887, for example, she reported that
Baum's wife Maud and other members of his family, who then
resided in Syracuse, New York, were reading Blavatsky's ¡sis
Unveiled (1877) and other texts on Esoteric Buddhism and
eagerly anticipating Blavatsky's forthcoming book Vye Secret
Doctrine (1888). On another occasion, Frank and Maud were
exploring lost civilizations through William H. Prescott's History of the Conquest of Mexico (1843) and History of the Conquest
of Peru (1847).'*«
A connection between Blavatsky's work and the cosmology
of Baum's fictional universes was first suggested in The Annotated Wizard of Oz (1973). In particular, editor Michael Patrick
Hearn cited Blavatsky's interest in the theory of elementáis,
based on the Aristotelian idea of "the four building blocks from
which ail matter is made" and refined by Swiss alchemist
Paracelsus into spirits of air, water, earth, and fire.'*^ Others
called them (in the same order) sylphs, undines, gnomes, and
salamanders, Blavatsky noted, and cautioned that except for
the "higher kinds," most elementáis were "rather forces of
nature than ethereal men and women."^** As Baum filled his fic48. Elizal>eth Cady Stanton, Susan H. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage, ed.s., Histoiy of
Woman Suffrage, vol. 3. J876-1885 (New York: Arno and The New York Times, 1969), p.
óó"!; John Algeo, "A Notahle Tlieosophist: L. Frank Bauni," American 'ITjeosophist 74 (Aug.Sepl. 1986); 271-72: Gage to T. Clarkson Gage. 15 July 1887 ant! 11 Jan. 1888. Matilda jo.slyn
Gage Papers. Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College, niicrofiim ed,. Research Collections in
Women's Studies. Series 1. Woman's Stiffra^e; Part A: National l/^aders, MC 377, Reel 2,
Frames 436-38. 496-97.
49. Heam, Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography to The Annotated Wizard qfOz (New
York: Cbrkson N. Potier, 1973), pp. 70-71.
50. Blavatsky, Theosophical Glossaty, pp. 111-12.
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woman suffrage. She is seated second from the right in this photograph takiti at a
meeting of the International Council of Women in Washington. D.C, in 1H88.

tional worlds, he drew upon these raw materials for his characters: winged fairies (air) in Queen Zixi of Ix (1905); nomes
(earth) in Ozma of Oz (1907); undines (water) in Sea Fairies
(1911); and demons of electricity tfire) in the Master Key (1901).''^
In 1890, however, the editor of the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer was contemplating the role of elementáis in clairvoyance
following the visit, probably in Baum's own home, of a Chicago medium. Interest in mediums and communication with the
dead, a movement called Spiritualism, had been on the rise in
the United States since 1848, when Katherine and Margaret Fox
had supposedly contacted the spirit of a man killed in their
house in Hydesville, New York.""^ Blavatsky, too, had explored
the claims of mediums, but she made a clear distinction
51. Hearn, Introduction to Annotated Wizard, p. 71.
52. Peter Washington, Madame Blai'atsky's Baboon: A History of the Mystics. Mediums.
and Misfits Who Brought Spiritualism to America (.New York: Schocken Books. 1995), pp.
10-11.
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between Spritualism, the "belief in the constant communication
of the living with the dead, whether through the mediumistic
powers of oneself or a so-called medium," and Theosophy,
which taught "that all which exists is animated or informed by
the Universal Soul or Spirit, and that not an atom in our universe can l^e outside of this omnipresent Principle."^-^ As a part
of the Universal Spirit, elementáis could influence mediums,
and Baum articulated this concept in his 5 April "Editor's Musings" column, "Scientists have educated the world," he wrote,
"to the knowledge that no portion of the universe, however
infinit ess imal [sic], is uninhabited. Every bit of wood, every drop
of liquid, every grain of sand or portion of rock has its myriads of inhabitants—creatures deriving their origin from and
rendering invokmtary allegiance to a common Creator," Many
years later, when a friend asked Bauni how he happened to
write The Wizard ofOz, the mature author would reply: "'It was
pure inspiration. . . . It came to me right out of the blue. I think
that sometimes the Great Author has a message to get across
and He has to use the instrument at hand. I happened to be
that medium, and I believe the magic key was given me to
open the doors to sympathy and understanding, joy, peace and
happiness.'"^"^
Even so, traces of the literary influences, personal mindset,
and cultural-historical context, or "inspiration," that resulted in
Baum's literary masterpiece can l^e found throughout the "Editor's
Musings" columns, and particularly in the 22 Febmary installment in which Baum speaks of the occult tendency in modern
literature,'^^ Again, Baum takes his cue from the Theosophists.
Both the Path and Lucifer, the Theosophical publications started by Judge and Blavatsky, respectively, had made mention of
"such topics as Mysticism, Magic, Sorcery, Spiritualism, Theosophy, Mesmerism, . . . all the various branches in short of the
Occult side of nature," appearing in recent literary offerings,^^
13. Blavaisky, Tlyeosophical Glossary, p. 307,
54, Quoted in Hearn, Introduction to Annotated Wizard, p, 73.
55, Suzanne Raiin, The Wizard oJOz: Shapi?ig an Imaglnarii World. Twayne's Masterwork
Studies, no. 167 (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1998), p, 27, gives these three criteria as the
"genes" that bring literary works to life.
56, Blavat.sky. "Tlie Signs of the Time.s." in Studies In Occultism (Pasadena, Calif.: Theosophical University Press, n.d.), p, 58, Tills Ixiok is a collection of Blavalsky's essays from Lucifer
between 1887 and 1891.
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Baum mentions a number of authors, giving prominence to
three works of Bulwer (Edward Bulwer-Lytton) and one of H.
Rider Haggard. Bulwer, a British novelist who had studied the
classic occult texts, published Zanoni in 1842. A Strange Story
in 1862, and 77?^ Coming Race in 1871. Together, the books
constitute "a vade mecum of the occult and esoteric traditions,"
in the words of biographer James L. Campbell, Sn, who refers
to Zanoni as a "fairy tale written for adults, a kind of metaphysical parable of first moral causes." Its hero discovers "that
only through self-sacrifice and death can he discover love, true
happiness, and eternal life." The Coming Race involves an
unknown underground world perfected through "scientific
mastery over nature," technical innovation, and a completely
harmonious social order. The author's satire gradually reveals
the terrible beauty of such perfection and unifi)rmity, which
would "prohibit all greatness/"''^ Hints of the same fear of uniformity can be found in Baum's Oz, where individuality and
self-sufficiency, but not self-aggrandizement, are always applauded.
Bulwer's Strange Story is an allegorical tale of the search for
an elixir of life and one of die inspirations for H. Rider Haggard's
SheilSSl). a novel of lost cities and immortal beings. The Zulus
of Africa and the vanished civilizations of Egypt provided additional inspiration for Haggard's immensely popular tale of "the
individual's quest for immortality.'"'" Tlirough his character Ayesha,
the mysterious She-who-must-be-obeyed, and tlie underground
City of Kôr, Haggard also explores the notion that not all evolution is progressive—that civilizations, worlds, and people can
devolve. The concept that civilizations rise and fall and a fascination with the hidden knowledge of such lost cultures and
cities had permeated nineteenth-century literature from Percy
Bysshe Shelley's poem ^'Ozymandias" (1817) to the works of
Bulwer-Lytton at mid-centuiy and Haggard in tlie lBSOs.^'-*
Echoes of the individual's dangerous journey through strange
lands and among veiled truths can also be heard in Baum's
mLich more light-hearted story of Dorothy's journey in tlie
57. Cíimpíiell. Edward Buluvr-Lyttun, pp, 110-11. 113-1-i. 121, 125-27.
58. Ihid.. pp. 123-25; Ethedngion. Introduction and Notes to The Annotated She. p. xxiv.
59. Etherington. Introduction and Notes to ITie Annotated She. pp. xvii. xxiv. xxv, xxviibt.
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magical land of Oz, published at the turn of the century. In this
context, "Oz, the Great and Terrible," the self-styled ruler of
Baum's hidden world, can be read as an abbreviated reference
to Shelley's Ozymandias (a Greek name for Ramses II), whose
"shattered visage" lies in the sands of Egypt beneath a pedestal
proclaiming: "My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:/Look on
my works, ye Mighty, and despair!"^
In The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy first encounters the Wizard in
a throne room in the Emerald City: "In the center of the chair
was an enormous Head, without body to support it or any arms
or legs whatever. There was no hair upon this head, but it had
eyes and nose and mouth, and was bigger than the head of the
biggest giant." Spying Dorothy, the mouth announces, "I am Oz,
the Great and Temblé."^' In adiipting the book for tlie stage, Baum
would reiterate tlie message, having the Wizard at the height of
his power boast, "Hear me, fear me! Never dare to jeer me!"^^
But as we all know, the point of Shelley's poem is that the
haughty will fall, and the "ultimate meaning of Oz history,"
according to critic Marius Bewley, can be summed up as "the
aggrandizement of the individual and private self at the expense of others is the root of all evil.'"^-^ A sly reference to the
gigantic fallen statuary and enormous egos of the Egyptian
piiaraohs is in keeping with the world view of the author, especially as he will ultimately dethrone Oz as a humbug Wizard. Baum's first and only trip abroad in 1906 would start with
a tour of the Egyptian niins. His wife's letters home during that
journey frequently remarked on the hubris of Ramses 11. 'He
certainly intended the world to know what a great man he
was," siie wrote on 2 March, "for although he was the greatest
60. Shelley, Selected Poetry, ed. Neville Rogers (Boston, Mass.: Houghion Mifflin Co.,
1968), p. 340. Frances ("Peg"! Lamont Hrst su^estet! a connection between Shelley's 1817
poem and Oz at the Oz Planning Meeting, 22 Apr. 1995. Nonhern State University, Alwrdeen,
S.Dak.
61. Baum, Annotated Wizard, p. 207. The bald head is also a trademark of Ep^yptian
priestho<xi. Hearn, Notes to Annotated Wizard, p. 263n.2.
62. Quoted in Hearn. Notes to Annotated Wizard, p. 103n.l2.
63. Bewley, quoted ibid.. p. 207n.l2. The well-known publicity story of Baum's naming
[he lanti nf Oz for the "O-Z" laliel on the txittom of a tliree-drawer file cabinet, which first
surfaced in 1903, is unlikely to be accurate, according to Michael Patrick Hearn in TheAnnouited Wizard of Oz ip. 103n.l2).
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¡he disemlx'died head <fthe Wizard in ihis iHusIríitian hy William \K: Dcnskiufrom The
Wizard of Oz eiH>kes comparisons with the gigantic fallen statuary of the Egyptian ruler
Ozymandias (Ramses U). A bald head was also a sign of Egyptian priesthood.
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builder Egypt or any other country has ever known his vanity
was so great as to render him almost ridiculous."*^* It seems a
fair assessment of Oz, the Great and Terrible builder of the
Emerald City, as well.
Evidence also supports the fact that Baum's interest in the
East and its religions was operating strongly at the time that he
was creating The Wizard of Oz. He and his wife joined the Theosophical Society in 1892, a fact uncovered by English professor
64. Mauc! Gage Baum. In Other lands than Ours, ed. L Frank Baum Í1907; facsimile ed,,
Deimar, N.Y.; Scholars' Facsimiles & Reprints, 1983), p. 63, See p. 29 for ,similar comments.

Ikium and his wife Maud
toured Egvpt in I9(X:>. Here,
they pause at Medinet-Halju,
the former palace and
temple of Ramses ¡II
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John Algeo, who postulates that the book can be read as a
Theosophical allegory in which Dorothy travels along the mystic path (the Yellow Brick Road) to find enlightenment. Her
three companions represent mental (Scarecrow), emotional
(Tin Woodman), and physical (Cowardly Lion) bodies acquired
along the way. The Wizard of Oz himself represents authority
because a cardinal message of Theosophy instructs that "all teachers we find outside ourselves are humbugs.""^^ Self-reliance was
as essential to Theosophy as it was to The Wizard of Oz, Algeo
observes, citing Theosophist Mabel CoUins's best-known work
Light on the Path (1885) as a source of aphorisms such as "Desire only that which is within you,"'* Collins was another of the
modern authors that Baum mentions in his 22 February 1890
column. Matilda Joslyn Gage, too, continually preached this
message to her children and their spouses, telling them to
think for themselves because "each soul must live alone" and
urging them to keep up their saidies. In 1896 or 1897, Gage,
who was living with the Baums in Chicago, recorded that Frank
had acquired the book The Astral Plane by C. W. Leadbeater**^
As Baum had predicted in 1890, "the passion for occultism
which attains in our age is merely in its infancy, and cannot fail
to lead to more determined and intelligent research in the future."^^ He himself would be on the leading edge of the trend.
In ways small and large, the ideas of Theosophy permeate
most of Baum's "Editor's Musings" columns. The open-door policy of the movement and his own hopes for understanding play
a role in the mild-mannered plea for tolerance that constitutes
Baum's second installment on 1 February 1890, Baum called
tolerance "the key to the success of our country," concluding,
"It is this spirit of tolerance, social, political, and religious which
has won for us the name of being the most liberal and fair65, Algeo, "Notahie Theosophist," p. 271, and Algeo. "The Wi/aai of Oz: The Perilous
Journey." American Theosophist 74 (Oct. 1986): 292, 29'S, 296 (quotation),
66. AJgeo, "Oz and Kansas: A Theosophical Quest," in Proceedings of the Tbirteetith
Annual Conference of tl.}e Children's Literature Association, ed. Susan R. Gannon and Ruth
A. Thompson (Kansas City: University of Missouri, 1988), p. 138,
67, Gage to T, Ciarkson Gage, 18 July 1892, and letter fragment, ca. 1896. Gage Papers,
ÍMC377, Reel 2, Frames 827-28, and Reel 3, Frame 141. For more information on Gage, see
Sally Roeiich Wagner, Matilda Josfyn Gage: She Who Holds the Sky (Alx-rdeen, S.Dak.: Sky
Carrier Press, 19981,
68. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 22 Feb, 1890.
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minded among nations." The column also parallels die arguments concerning the historical progression of suffrage that
Gage had taken before the territorial legislature.^''^ It is the most
na'ive of all the columns, however, and makes no mention of
race or of the American Indian population in South Dakota,
omissions that will become more noticeable by the end of the
year. Neither Baum nor the Indians wilt find much tolerance in
Dakota in 1890. More successful is his 8 Februaiy column on
trade lies, which manifests a sure grasp of its subject matter and
an entertaining, anecdotal style. The columnist quickly shows
the limits of the aforementioned tolerance, however, for he
includes one "amusing incident which illustrates the thoughtlessness of women'" (as well as the ingrained prejudice of the
time).
The clear-headed familiarity with which Baum talks about
the world of retail business so recently left behind reminds us
that the Royal Historian of Oz spent a good deal of his career
selling goods^—from axle grease in Syracuse to fancy goods in
Aberdeen to crockery out of Chicago in the 1890s. Like their big
city counterparts, Aberdeen merchants competed vigorously
for the attention of customers, using not only newspaper advertisements but also storefront windows to draw customers off
the streets. The expert in window dressing, the Aberdeen Daily
News observed, "must be an artist, a mechanic, and well versed
in colors and saiffs," In September 1888, David Strauss, the proprietor of a clothing store, employed "the services of Mister I.
K. ["Ï Know"] Goodclothes" to wink and blink, "by tlie aid of
clockwork, at the passersl:)y in a most comical and attractive way."
The local pre.ss found the clockwork man an effective "drawing card," and the brand-new owner of Baum's Bazaar no
doubt took note as he surveyed his competition.^^' Designing
displays of merchandise suited Baum's talents and captured his
interest, and the following year, one of his arrangements reportedly became an "object lesson" in teaching tlie public what
they want and where it can be
69. Stanton, Anthony, and Gage. History of Woman Suffrage. 3: 665.
70. Aberdeen Daily News. 2 Sept. 1888, 28 June 1889. Baum would observe in 18'X) that
Strauss's show windows were "one of tlie most attractive sights in town" {.Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 8 Feb. 1890). In the 17 May 1890 issue of the Pioneer, he would remark on
Sirauss's strong color sense.
71. Aberdeen Daily News, 26 Sept. 1889.
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Bauiu Duty ban'gotten his idea for Tiktok. tbe mecbariical man who operated by
chKku'ork when wound with u key, from window displays such as tbat in David
Strai4Ss's store in Aberdeen, u-hicb featured Mr. I K. Goodclothes. Tiktok ap¡)eared in
Baum s Ozma of Oz. pubiished in 1907 and illustrated by fohn It. Neilt.
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In musing on the habits of retail businessmen, the former
shopkeeper admitted, "Merciiants seldom acknowledge, even
to themselves, the various devices empkjyed to hook a customer,
or the deceptions practi[c]ed to make them believe in the value
of an article." Even so, merchants were "less to blame than their
customers," who refused to recognize that a "good article is always worth a good roimd price." A few months later, the newspaperman wrote a long article on the 'exquisite" show windows of Aberdeen and their benefit to the shopkeepers, who
needed "a knowledge of goods and a shrewd guess as to the
requirements of humanity!"'"^^ In 1897, Baum would start a magazine for window trimmers, in which he would remark that
advertising was "a species of gambling, in which the shrewdest
and boldest speculator, the most acute saident of the foibles of
human nature, held the winning cards." Merchants who lield
out improbable and often impossil:)le inducements drew the
crowds, proving that the people, also, love to gamble, and prefer a glaring uncertainty to a homely and modest surety." Or as
the Wizard of Oz put it after dispensing bottled courage, bran
for brains, and a sawdust-and-silk heart to Dorothy's insistent
companions, "How can I help being a humbug . . . wlien all
these people make me do things that everybody knows can't
be done?"''^
Some critics claim that Baum's founding of a journal and
association for window trimmers, his study of color and mechanical appliances in advertising, and the resulting manipulation of consumer desires constitute the personal and cultural
contexts that heavily influenced his literary work, reinforcing
"the priorities and values of the new industrial order."^' The
anecdotes that Baum shared with his Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer readers in the 8 February "Editor's Musings" would suggest, however, that the author had given the matter much
72. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 8 Feb., 17 May 1890. Baum's üriiclc on die Aherdt-iin
window.s covered three full coliunns and included a history of such advertising, crediting a
Boston firm with the Innovation in 1861.
73. Bauni, "1800-1900;' Show Window 5 (Dec. 1899): 251; Baum. Annotated Wizard, p.
279.
74. William R. Leach, inlroduetory and concluding essays in The Wonderful Wizard ofOz
CBelmont. Caiif.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1991), pp. l6l-67. See also Stuart Culver, "What
Manikin.s Want: The Wonderful Wizard ofOz and The Art of Decorating Dry> Goods Windows," Representatiutis 21 (Winter 1988): 97-116.
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thought and did not condone trade lies. In fact, he referred to
such practices collectively as a "vice." Even so. the fascinating
way in which people refused to think for themselves made
them accomplices in the deception and easy prey for humbugs
and showmen. By 1899. Baum would still be shaking his head
over this willful blindness, but he would also have a grasp of
the historical progression of merchandising, which had begun
with a small number of itinerant peddlers, swelled to a large
merchant class at mid-century, and would end in the control of
a few big corporations. "Only a little more than a century to
convert the peddler into the millionaire! That is one of the singular developments of our wonderful modern civilization," he
averred, "a civilization as full of terrors as it is of surprises—
and no man can guess where it will finally lead us."^''
For Baum, the former merchant, one of the terrors of the
new industrial order was that he and others like him were scrambling to make a living in a rapidly changing society. He had
floundered a long time in Aberdeen and then Chicago before
finding success as a consultant to advertisers, and The Wizard
ofOz was written during the struggle, William Leach criticizes
Baum for not using the book "to draw attention to economic
suffering and racial injustice." In contrast, Hugh Rockoff and
others contend that The Wizard ofOz is a sophisticated allegory of the monetary and political ills of America.^'' Even though
the book makes bold use of color and contains allusions to
contemporary culture, allowing many divergent readings, at its
heart it is "a homely and modest" advocate of honesty, whether
in self-awareness, trade, or politics. The Wizard will be unmasked
as the showman he i.s—to those willing to see it.
Dorothy, the plucky prairie girl who is the central character
of the book, poses a problem that the Wizard cannot solve
with theatrical props or hot-air Iialloons. She wants to go home,
Baum's 13 March "Editors Musings" offers insight into the cultural context from which Dorothy is drawn. She is, in the words
of Brian Attebery, "aggressively, triumphantly American" and "a
75, Baum. •'1800-1900," p, 251,
76. Leach, essays, Wotiderful Wizard of Oz. pp, 161-62; Hugh RocknfF, "The 'Wizard of
Oz' as a Monetary Allegory," ./o M mo/ of Political Economy 98 (Aug. 1990): 739-60. The monftor>' allegory idea originated wiili Henr>' M. I.ittlefieM. "The Wizard of O?.: Punible on Populism," American Qunrtcrly 16 (Spring l%-t¡: 'i7-S8.
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the midst of the
great K a n s a s
^ prairies, with Uncle Henry,
farmer, and Aunt Hm. who was
the farmer's"^^.''\ Their house was small,
for the lumber to build it had to be carried by wagon
many miles. There were four walls, a floor
and a roof, which made one room; and this
room contained a rusty looking cooking"
stove, a cupboard for the dishes, a table,
three or four chairs, and the beds. Uncie

Dorothy, whom William W. Denshw depicted in The Wizard cïf Oz,
represented the capable western woman Baum admired in his
"Editor's Musings" column.
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Westerner."^^ In Baum's view as expressed in his newspaper
column, western women have "active brains and good judgment," achieving an independence that "renders them the more
lovable in the sight of all true men."^^ Tliese traits he transposed onto his heroine, who represents the author's "regionalminded optimism" about the "wonderful children we are raising in the West.""''' Dorothy has not a jot of "'false pride" in her
constitution and possesses the vitality and energy to carry herself through the Land of Oz and home.
In pointing out women's importance to western society and
the "equal struggle for competence" that marked the frontier,
the columnist shared the viewpoint of many westerners. In
November 1889, the Aberdeen Daily News had run a long feature entitled "Hub City Girls," in which it stated, "If Dakota is a
young man's country it is equally a young woman's country."
Every man employed in Aberdeen stores, banks, newspapers,
and schools had a female counterpart, the paper claimed. The
News contrasted such women with "every dwarfed girl of the
east,"*^ as did Baum at greater length, but he also expanded his
admiration to include married women of the West, as well. "What
more may they not accomplish when they have won their
recognition to citizenship," he concluded, "and are able to
advise and act in the more important affairs of the state?" Many
years later, he would explore these possibilities in liis Oz books.^'
The optimistic and sunny outlook of both Dorothy and llye
Wizard of Oz is mirrored in the editor's 15 Febaiary and 10 May
musings. Together these columns offer a window tlirough which
to peek into Baum's home, where the man has a responsibility to maintain a cheerful attitude in the interests of domestic
peace, for "if this life is to be lived in unhappiness it is scarcely worth the living." In the 10 May installment, the reader quick77. Brian Attebery, The Fantasy Tradition in American Literature, from In.'ing to LeGuin
(Blooniington: Incliaria University Press, 1980), pp. 96. 98.
78. Aberdeen .Saturday Pioneer. 15 Mar. 1890.
79. Attebery, Fantasy Tradition, p. 9980. Aberdeen Daily Netvs, 6 Nov. 1889.
81. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 15 Mar. 1890. For more disciussion of this topic, see
Koupal, "The Wonderful Wizard of the West: L. Frank Baum in Souih Dakota, 1888-1891,"
Gtvat Plains Quarterly 9 (Fall 1989); 208-12.
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ly suspects that the man who eats oranges at breakfast is none
other than the editor iiimself, whose sons always appeared
well-clothed, whose wife kept a servant even in the leanest of
times, and whose former self occasionally borrowed a dollar or
two in his business operations. Baum's views were simply stated in almost a modern, self-help style: if you want a happy
home, be happy; if you want a contented life, do not be a
miser or deny yourself luxuries; a man controls his own destiny in these fimdamental things. Hidden within the argument,
too, was a sensitivity to the plight of married women, who
were not masters of their own destiny in this era. If the men in
tlieir lives were drunkards or, as Baum suggested, tight-fisted
with money or affection, women had little recourse.**^
The determined cheeriness and what today we might call
"positive thinking" were important i-)yproducts of Theosophy,
according to William Leach. With Hinduism as its guide, the
movement "opposed the Christian ideas of sin and guilt, a radical position putting theosophists in conflict with mainstream
beliefs." When extended to economics, the notion led to the
rejection of ideas of scarcity and self-denial and to the embracing of endless supply and prosperity. Among churchgoing
Aberdonians, many of whom must have been reared in the traditional "'scarcity' philosophy of hard work and self-denial,"
some of the messages in Baum's first eight "Editor's Musings"
were new and radical.^-^ Consider C. Boyd Barrett, former Confederate officer and the Democratic editor of the Aberdeen
Evening Republican. Two days before Baum's column on how
to achieve a happy home life appeared, Barrett had commended the local Methodist minister for his timely sermon on
the sin of selfishness, which was especially dangerous in this
new country," and shook his head at the "wickedness in our city"
82. Ellen C. DuBols, Woman Suffrage and Women's Rigbts (New York: New York University Press. 1998). p. 166,
83. Leach. e.s,says. Wonderful Wizard of Oz, pp. 7, 14, 169. Leach contends that Tbe Wizard of Oz contaias an "aftu-mative" vision of the emerging consumer culture that "helped
relieve some of the guilt people may have felt in living in the new America." His argument
has many good points but \s overstated and unsympathetic to Baum, overlooking or di.smissing other important influences. Rahn, Wizard of Oz: Shaping an Imiifiinary World, pp.
103. 144n.2O, also notes thai Leach'.s argument as repeated In his ¡M ¡id of Desire: Mercbants,
Power, and Ibe Rise of a New American Culture (^cw yc^zk. Pantheon ii(H)ks, 1993), pp. 24860, is distoned by his insistence tliat tlie Wizard, a trickster or humbug, is the leading character of the book.
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where churches encouraged card parties and dancing. Major
Barrett proudly concluded that he belonged to a church (Presbyterian) "that sets the seal of disapproval" on such things.^^
Barrett's mood had probably begun to sour when Baum gleefully reported a Presbyterian church supper (which included
neither dancing nor card playing but at which a lot of young
people had fun) as a biblical parody entitled "The Sacred Scales
and the Forty Fair and Feathery Females." Mrs. Bilkins, too, had
been attending the "sociables" and dances, and Baums social
page reveled in the merriment. On 15 February, however, Mrs.
Bilkins sampled another activity of churchwomen and unsuccessfully attempted to collect for the missions, making an
appeal to, among others, Major Barrett. "An" he says as how he
was just makin' a new bill fer the city printin' and I'd have ter
wait til he collected it," she reported to her boarders, "and then
he opened the 'cyclopedia fer to write his editorial an" I took
the hint an' left."'^"" Barrett was not amused. He likened Aberdeen to Rome, with the people fiddling as the countryside
around burned up in the drought and people went hungry.
"Those who get their information exclusively from certain
newspapers in the city might think card parties, dancing and
robbing the city treasury were both the duties and pastimes of
our people," he wrote. While social life had been brisk in Aberdeen with thirteen card parties or dances in the pre-Lenten season, he himself could report that the people still "have a serious side to them," and the same time period saw twenty-eight
sermons and fourteen prayer meetings. Further, he claimed,
Aberdeen had twelve churches attended by nearly four thousand citizens weekly, while only two hundred fifty people had
attended the card parties.*^'
"There is a place for everything, mister," retorted Baum. 'Any
matter of religion lies between our God and ourselves; any
matter of society or dancing is properly consigned to the columns of our paper. Pecksniffian theology as applied to a daily
journal, has never yet proved a howling success." Baum, whose
wife participated in Episcopalian church activities in Aberdeen,
84. Aberdeen F.fening Republican, 13 Feb. 1890.
8'). Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 8. 15 Feb. 1890.
86. Aherdeen Ei'ening Republican, 21 Feb. 1890.
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defended the "society people" as the "bone and sinew" of the
churches and concluded that their "merr>' hearts would do
more good for charitable causes than "elongated visages" and
"soured" religious ideas.^^ "If this new editor would go to church
himself once in awhile," Barrett fired back, "he would learn that
whatever their faults, there are no liappier people on earth than
earnest, praying Cliristians,"*^ Baum's "Editor's Musings" on the
occult and modern literature had appeared two days earlier
and just four days after Ash Wednesday. The column on mediums appeared on Easter Saturday, with the "sittings" taking
place on Maundy Thursday Baum may have been exploring
new religious avenues, but the community as a whole was not
ready to follow. The pace of his columns slowed to once a
month after the exchange with Barrett and trickled to a stop
with the 10 May discussion of miserliness.
During this same time, Baum was also looking at his subscription list and making otiier changes in the paper. In midApril, the numbers looked good enough to publish as a small
broadside. For the week ending 19 April 1890, Louis F. Baum,
publisher of the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer., claimed a total circulation of 1,509 copies. Of those, 518 copies were delivered
by carrier; 430 were picked up at the Aberdeen post office; 384
were mailed within Brown County; 112 were mailed within
South Dakota; 85 copies were exchanged for other pul")lications; and 40 were labeled "scattering and complimentary,"**'^
On the same day, the editor announced that the volume of
"advertising patronage necessitates an increase in the size of
the Pioneer, which will be made a twelve page paper" after 1
May. Eour new pages, all syndicated stereotypes, contained the
latest fashion news, Thomas Nast s illustrated column, and fiction and other features. The content of front and back pages
did not change, but editorials and social news now filled either
pages 4 and 9 or ó and 7, respectively. The Pioneer "is today
the largest newspaper in South Dakota," the publisher announced
on 3 May, containing "every class of readable matter accessible
to modern journalism" and comparable to any metropolitan
87. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 22 Feb. 1890.
88. Aberdeen l-i'eiung Repuhltcan. 24 Feb. 1890. For nuire on Barrett and Daum's
exchanges, see Our landlady, pp. 17. 32, 39-40, 195-96,
89. "Statement of Circulation," 19 Apr. 1890. Box 1, Folder 1.1, Baum Papers,
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paper. Baum had decided to make a bid for tlie local readers
who were getting weekend editions of Chicago and Saint Paul
newspapers, and he offered a "trial trip" of three months for the
low price of twenty-five cents. It had begun to rain in Dakota,
and Baum's optimism, running high, seemed warranted. "The
eternal fitness of things," a Huron paper stated mid-May, "drives
us to tlie full recognition of die fact that Itlie] last Saturday Pioneer,
of Aberdeen, is a stunner,"^^
Another goal seems to have been to free up some of his time
for other pursuits. Rather than contribute more material, Baum
discontinued the "Editor's Musings" and shaved editorial space
to am a "Washington Letter" or a short-lived column on the Farmers' Alliance, both produced by outside "correspondents." While
the alliance feature was an attempt to attract another interest
group to his paper, the reduction in articles from Baum's pen
coincided with the publisher's increased involvement in community activities. On three days' notice at the end of May, he
had taken over the role of Dr. Daly in a church-sponsored amateur production of The Sorcerer. He had also taken an office in
the local suffrage organization a few weeks earlier. In July, the
business community put on a huge Independence Day extravaganza, and editor Baum served on more than one committee.
That same month, he announced a new publication, the Western Investor, to support Aberdeen's interest in financial markets. Throughout July and August, he was involved in Republican party politics, serving as secretary of the Fourth Ward
caucus.'*'
The extraneous activity did not slow Baum's editorial commentary, which had been brisk and bracing since the beginning. In spite of Barretts implications that his rival editor concentrated too much on social reporting, the Aberdeen Saturday
Pioneer had been among the first to report that starvation was
abroad in the land, and the state press had roundly abused him
for making Dakota look bad. Barrett himself had denied the
validity of the stories and condemned Baum's favorable cover90. Huronite. quoied in Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 24 May 1890.
91. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 2A, il May, 7, 14, 28jLmf \H9(i'Aberdeen Evening Republican. 3, 1. 9 June 1890; Aberdeen Daily News, 19 Apr, 17, 19 June. 3, 4. 5 July 1890. For
information on the Western Investor and Baum's political activities, see Koupal, annotations
in Our Landlady, pp. 186-87 and passim.
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As a pmminent businessman. Baum participated in a variety of civic activities.
including serving on committees for local parades similttr to the one shown
herepnKeeding down Aberdeen's Main Street in tbe I89()s. Such events
drew settlers from the outlying farms and towns and showcased the
metropolitan atmaspbere of Aberdeen.

age of Governor Arthur Meiiette, who had solicited funds outside the state for poor farmers. Baum's frequent commentary
on suffrage and suffrage personalities also led to lengthy rebuttals in the SÍ0Í4X Falls Press and short reprimands from Major
Barrett.^^ A newspaper's subscribers "are his constituents," Baum
told his readers on 7 June, "and they look to him not only for
information regarding all current events, but for counsel and
guidance in the obtuse and intricate political issues which are
92. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 1, 8, 15. 22 Feb., 26 Apr, 1890; Aberdeen Eœning Republican, 4 Feb., 5, 26 Mar.. 5 May 189Ü.
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constantly cropping up in this remarkable country." Concluding that it was better to be known as "cranky" than not to be
known at all, he reiterated his belief that being brave and outspoken" would "win both honor and prosperity."
Without comment, the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer returned
to eight pages on 5 July as contracts for the additional syndicated columns ran out and the publisher did not renew. On the
second of August, he told his advertisers that the circulation of
the Pioneer now exceeded twenty-five hundred, and rates would
advance 50 percent. The first issue of the Western Investor appeared on 15 August, and Baum concentrated on job printing and
remained hopeful even as hot winds put an end to farmers"
hopes for a good wheat crop. "Hard times" came into common
usage in all the newspapers as fall began. After a five-month
hiatus, the "Editor's Musings" reappeared in the Pioneer on 18
October, bringing with them indisputable evidence that the

I INT V E
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The 16 August 1890 issue
ofrbe PionecT carried this
adi-ertisement for the Western
Investor, yet another uf Baum's
ef/brts to promote the area and
stayfinanciallysolvent.
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earlier ones had caused negative comment. The last four
columns would all carry a heading advising readers that they
were entering the author's "inner sanctum" and asking them
not to criticize. "This is not the newspaper, it's ttie man," he wrote,
"and if you don't like him you are not obliged to read what he
says."
Baum did well to include the proviso because he made no
attempt to dissemble. "'While everything else had progressed,"
he asserted, "the Church alone has been trying to stand still,
and hang with a death-grip to medieval or ancient legends."
Barrett had implied back in March that a "literal hell was disputed in some quarters not hitherto noted for theological discussions,"^-^ but the 18 October "Editor's Musings" made it quite
clear that "the much-abused and legendary devil" was not part
of Baum's belief system. To him, progress and science were fast
siiperceding such outdated superstitions, and the churches
needed to adjust. Ministers who ignored the reality failed to
recognize that their present congregations were "a mockery,"
for it was "not devotion or faith" but "policy and fashion"—and
financial expediency—that brought them parishioners. "There
is a popular and fallacious belief that a church goer is a good
citizen," he wrote. "Therefore, if I wish to sell my wares, if I
wish to attract clients, if I wish to obtain subscribers to my latest financial scheme, I go to church." And there lay the rub. If
free-thinkers like Baum showed themselves and quit churchrelated activities, they paid a penalty within the community,
and no amount of reasoned argument or statistics about the
unchurched could change that.
This column displays a recklessness that Baum had been
careful to avoid earlier. Reading between the lines, one realizes
that the author thought that he was already paying the price for
his outspokenness, and that his position in the community had
slipped. The implication that the church was "responsible for
modern society" strangely paralleled Barrett's earlier accusations that society people were setting the tone for Aberdeen.
Eor Baum, however, whose newspaper had always faithfully
recorded the activities of these "insincere and indifferent men"
and "fashionable and unthinking women," the column seems
93, Aberdeen Eveniftg Republican, 15 Mar, 1890.
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ill-considered. Wisely, Baum left insinuations to his landlady in
the next few weeks.
In a typical comic romp, Mrs. Bilkins attended the biggest
society wedding of 1890, held at the Episcopal church on 22
October, the Reverend Doctor R, J. Keeling officiating. When
the minister failed to arrive in Mrs. Bilkins's retelling, the harried best man raced to the pastor's room. '"Arise, Revenue Doc.,'
says he, 'put tm your togs an' walk, or you'll miss your fee!'"
Baum had cast similar aspersions in his 7 June "Our Landlady"
column when Mrs. Bilkins concluded, "somebody's got to support these ministers what is gittin' thicker an' thicker every day,
or else they Ii be obleeged to work fer a livin', an' religion wili
be at a standstill," In his lone October "Editor's Musings" column,
Baum heavy-handedly suggested again that ministers paid unseemly attention to their salaries, but a week later Mrs. Bilkins
blithely applied the reference to Keeling, one of the best-respected people of Aberdeen. With humor and an even-handedness in picking targets regardless of politics or position, the
landlady could get away with what the editor needed to avoid,
and the musings disappeared once again.
November and December brought a series of disasters. First,
the Republicans lost most offices in the election, and woman
suffrage and Huron's capital bid failed by large margins. Few
of the issues and candidates Baum backed came up winners,
and as a result public printing jobs would not help support his
enterprises. More alanningly. the westem Sioux, or Lakota, Indians
were involved in a new religious movement cailed the Ghost
Dance, which promised the annihilation of the white race and
the remrn of the Indians' ancestors and the buffalo. The movement gained momentum as the Lakotas struggled to adjust to
reservation living and an unsympathetic government shorted
rations and restricted their movements, crippling their ability to
feed themselves in a time of drought. The United States military feared that the Lakotas would go to war rather than starve.
At the same time, .starvation also stalked the immigrants who
settled the lands formerly occupied by the Sioux. "After two
years of successive crop failures," Baum wrote on 29 November,
"comes the Indian scare, and the consequence is we are getting a very bad name. Hundreds of settlers have felt that this
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was the last straw and have gone to other states." As subscribers, advertisers, and customers left the area. Baum's prospects in the West dimmed. With three children to feed and a
fourth on the way, he sold novels and magazines to supplement his dwindling income. Editorial content of the Pioneer
shrank to two columns (out of a possible six), as "Literary
Notices" began to occupy space in mid-November, and he
offered cash and prizes to churches or youngsters who brought
in new subscriptions,''^
In delayed reaction to the challenge in Baum's 18 October
"Editor's Musings." the Reverend Doctor Keeling announced on
94. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 1. 8. 15. 29 Nov.. 6 Dec. 1890; Aberdeen Daily News. 1.
3, 4, Dec, 1890. See also Koupal. annotaiiorw in Otir Landlady, pp. 140-44, 214.

In his ptihlic
detxite u 'ith the
popular Episcopal
minister R.f.
Keeling otvr the
merits if
Spiritualism.
Baum distanced
himself from
most AlK'rdonians,
who suhscrihed to
more conuerttional
religions views.
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30 November that he would address the topic of "Modern Spiritualism in Its Relations to Christian Faith.'"^^ Amid headlines of
"War is Certain" and "Indians Nearly Cra2y," the topic of Spiritualism resurfaced in the "Editor's Musings" of 6 December,
forming the entire editorial content of the issue. If people went
to Keeling's talk "expecting to hear Spiritualism ridiculed and
anathematized as a fraud," the Pioneer editor declared, "they
were doomed to disappointment." Instead, the reverend's recital of personal experiences with mediums such as Henry Siade^'
affirmed the truth of spiritual manifestations, Baum said, but he
questioned Keeling's assertion that they were the devil's work.
"Tliis devil with the cloven hoof has been, we thougiit, eliminated from the church doctrine," wrote Baum. Few Christians
still believed in it, and "those with the liberal ideas of today"
were unsatisfied with Keeling's explanation.'^^ Nevertheless, the
sermon liad put the Church's seal of approval on the new religion. "Spiritualism offers a broad field for investigation," the editor continued. "I do not say it is the truth, as Dr. Keeling does;
I simply say the theory of spirit return exists, and offers a fascinating study to the agnostic or the scientist." Keeling had had
a chance to see Baum's column before publication, and the editor added a note to readers that Keeling had informed him
"that a belief in a personal devil is one of the established doctrines of his Church."
Keeling did more than that. He wrote the editor a letter in
which he corrected a few other points because, he informed
readers, Baum had not attended the service. Keeling's letter and
Baum's rebuttal made up the 13 December "Editor's Musings."
The minister denied admitting the "Truth of modern Spiritualism" and suggested that even if he had, his saying it was so did
95. Aberdeen Daily Netas, 30 Nov. 1890,
96. Henry Slade was best known for a phenomenon called slate-writing, in which me.ssage» appeared on slates held flat against the tal>le during seances. Slade also specialized in
partial niaterializaiions like those discussed in the editorial musings columns. Leslie A. Shepard, ed-, Encyclopedia of Occultism & Parapsychology, 3d ed., 2 vols. (Detroit: Gale Research
Inc., 1991). 2: 1527-30. Interestingly, the Witch of the Nonli acts as medium for ihe unknown
in The Wizard ofOz, producing this message on a slate: "Let Dorothy Go to the City of F.meralds" fBauiii, Annotated Wizard, p. 106).
97. Leach, essays, Wonderful Wizard of Oz, notes that by the i880s many mainsiream
Pmtestant churches "were retreating from earlier beliefs in tlie depravity of men and women,
in original sin, and in the inherent evil in the world. The whole idea of Satan was disintegrating as well" (p, 8).
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not mean the Church held the same view. In a note, he also
pointed out that Greek, Roman, and Anglican churches all
adhered "'to the doctrine of the Personality of the Evil One"
even though some individuals recoiled from it. Baum briefly
defended his position, saying that he based his comments on
many reports of Reeling's sermon and a private interview with
him concerning Slade, but he regretted any errors and valued
the minister's friendship. Admitting that it would not be wise
for him as a newspaperman to '"pick up Dr. Keeling's gauntlet,"
Baum determined to "leave it to the judgement of my readers."
The sermon had been attended by "'most of the liberal thinkers
of the city, . . . and no comment of mine could change popular opinion regarding it." Baum's treatment of Keeling was gracious, but the appeal to the community's judgment would bear
strange faiit.
The following week, Baum's final "Editor's Musings" (20 December) again combined a communication from Keeling with
commentary of his own. The minister corrected tlie editor's typographical and syntactical errors at some length and reciprocated Baum's sentiments about their personal friendship. "'I think
as an Editor you are just and fair," he wrote, 'and 1 honor a man
who prefers to think and speak his own views giving freedom
to others to do the same." In three short paragraphs, Baum
expressed sorrow that Keeling's own omissions (for which ""the
compositor cannot be blamed") had caused him anxiety and
implied that Keeling was in a position that did not allow him
to speak freely. Then reversing their roles (as Keeling had
done), the free-thinking editor, who was also the grandson of
a Methodist circuit rider, suggested the rector take comfort in
the Bible?^ Specifically, he recommended the advice given to
the Sanhédrin as it tried to prevent the early teaching of the
Christian gospel: "And now I say unto you. Refrain from these
men, and let them alone; for if this counsel or this work be of
men, it will come to nought; But if it be of God, ye cannot
overthrow it; lest haply ye be found even to fight against God."
For those who knew their Bible, the passage continued his earlier argument of 6 December that Spiritualism was as yet a
98. H. B. BrcwsiertBaum'.s ncpht'v.) to Jack Snow. 7 June 1943, Box 3, Folder 3.16, Baum
Papers.
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In late 1890. the Lakota
leader Sitting Hull and
other folkm^rs of the Ghost
Dance religion attracted
the netTous attention of
neu'spaper editors and
readers across South Dakota.

young, untried religion that would mature—or not—as time
went on. For Baum, it also reflected the Theosophical idea that
the new teachings might embody the old truths of a common
Creator.^
Moving his attention from what the town was soon calling
the "Gospel of Ghosts"^"" to the Ghost Dance, the editor observed that Sitting Bull, "the most renowned Sioux of modern
history" and one of the most influential converts to the movement, was dead. He and his son had been killed in a botched
arrest attempt, and a number of Lakotas had evaded the military patrols. Once again, sensational headlines and speculation
sent fear racing through the small towns and outlying farms of
South Dakota. The Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer's boilerplate reports of events on or near reservations warned readers to exercise caution in reading through them because some appeared
99. Aas 5:38-39.
\m. Aberdeen Daily NeiL's, 11 Jan. 1891.
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to be exaggerated.^"^ On the nineteenth, the Pierre correspondent of the News reported that the heavily armed Indians were
gathering in a natural stronghold in the Badlands (?f southwestern South Dakota. "Old Indian scouts here," the writer continued, "predict another Custer massacre unless the greatest
caution is exercised.""^^ In Aberdeen in northeastern South Dakota, people reading through the sometimes conflicting reports
could probabiy figure out that the immediate danger had gone
in the opposite direction but that the situation was not yet contained and the army feared a full-scale war.
In this milieu, Baum wrote his 20 December editorial on Sitting Bulls death. Shrewdness and daring had elevated the
lowly Sitting Bull, who "was an Indian with a white man's spirit of hatred and revenge for those who had wronged him and
his. In his day he saw his son and his tribe gradually driven
from their po[s]sessions; forced to give up their old hunting
grounds and espouse the hard working and uncongenilall avocations of the whites.' These "conquerors' had used lies and
treachery in dealing with the Indians, and the wonder was that
the years of subjection had not stilled the fiery rage that motivated Sitting Bull to seek vengeance. "The proud spirit of the
original owners of these vast prairies, inherited through centuries of fierce and bloody wars for their possession, lingered
last in the bosom of Sitting Bull," the editor continued. "With
his fall the nobility of the Redskin is extinguished, and what
few are left are a pack of whining curs who lick the hand that
smites them. The Whites, by law of conquest, by justice of civilization, are masters of the American continent, and the best
safety of the frontier settlers will be secured by the total anniliilation of the few remaining Indians." In justification, he noted:
"Their glory has ñed, their spirit broken, their manhood effaced;
better that they should clie than live the miserable wretches
that they are. History would forget these latter despicable
beings, and speak, in latter ages of the glory of these grand
Kings of the forest and plain that Cooper loved to heroise."'"-"*
101, Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 20 Dec. 1H90. For a biography of Sitiinji Bull, see Robert
M, Utley, The Lance and the Shield- The Life and Times of Sitting Bull (New York: Henry Holt,
1993). '
102, Aberdeen Daily News, 19 Dec. 1890,
103, For an assessment of james Fenimore Cooper's treaiment of Indians, see Brian W.
Dippie. The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U.S. Indian Púlic}'Ihiv^rence: University Pre,ss of Kansas, 1982). pp. 21-25,
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What started out as a eulogy of a man became a call for extermination of a race. Such thinking was not unique to the Pioneer. A week later, after suggesting that the government arm
the settlers, the News editor concluded, "Put it in the hands of
practical men and the Indians who were not 'good' would be
few and far between without much ado, or waste of time,"''^'*
What makes Baum's editorial stand out is its cynicism and its clear
display of ideas present in the writing of the period, not only
in the work of James Fenimore Cooper but also, as mentioned
earlier, of H. Rider Haggard. Like Haggard's She, Baum's editorial traces the backward evolution of a race, from the noble
"Redskin" to the degenerate animal. It also records the bloody
cycle of civilizations toppling one another in a kind of survival
of the fittest. In a few paragraphs, Baum pushed the theory of
Social Darwinism to one seemingly inevitable conclusion, that
of the purposeflil eradication of the remnants of a dying culture
to insure the safety of an ascendant one. The editorial's cynical
insistence that vengeance is the heart of civilization contradicted Baum's earlier optimism about tolerance.^"^
It also belied the light touch he always seemed to manage in
his "Our Landlady" column. On 6 December. Mrs. Bilkins asked
a fictional Indian chief about the Ghost Dance. ""Why,' says he.
'we live in a free country. . . . Religion is free as water an' much
more plenty. If there's any fault found with our runnin' our religion to suit ourselves we'll jest join the independents [the party
that won the local elections], an' then I guess you'll be sorry
104. Aberdeen Daily News. 27 Dec. 1890. Neither the Pioneer nor the News spenl much
ink on sentiments of this sort. The News was usually quite ¡wianced in its editorial statements, and the Pioneer was either neutral or satirical. Even though Ixîdi editors knew ihe
situation had been blown out of proportion in tlie national news, tlie tension just jfttT Sitting Bull".s death unbalanced them hoth,
105, Etherington, Intr<xluction and Notes to Tbe Annotated She, p. xxvii; Sean Dennis
Ca.shman, America in the Gilded Age.- From tbe Death of Lincoln to tbe Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. 3tl ed. (New York: New York University Press, 1993), pp. 42-43, 271, Dippie, Vanishing American. ].x)int.s out tiiat Cooper, too, was ambivalent "about the virtue of progress and
the superiority of a civilized lite;" and that his "elegiac tone" reflected his doubts (p. 24).
Baum's editorial also uses an elegiac tone, reminiscent of Cooper's, in suggesting much the
same idea. If the Indians were once noble, "then it followed that the degraded con!em]x>rary specimens proved contact with the white man inimical, confirming the theory ihat the
Indians were tloomed to perish before civiiization's advance" (p. 25). A boilerplate article in
the 13 December Pioneer of an interview wiih a Montana senator encapsulates these same
views.
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you spoke.'"'^ Instead of joining political parties, the Indians
joined together and were heavily armed, whiie the settlers
w^ere not. The scare "has shown us how very poorly equipped
we are for protection of any kind in case the Indians should
rise," Baum had reniarked at tiie end of November. The Indians could easily avoid the scattered troops, which proved true
when Big Foot's band eluded the military after Sitting Bulls'
death, and thus virtually everyone believed themselves to be at
the mercy of the Indians. "This should be remedied in some
manner." the editor concluded. Three weeks later, he proposed
extermination amid announcements that the situation was likely to continue all winter. In such "stony-hearted times," Baum's
tolerance had mn out, and the idealist had become a cynic.'^*^
The unhappiness displayed in the Sitting Bull "eulogy" ran as a
leitmotif throughout the final Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer editorials.
As he wished his advertisers and subscribers a merry Christmas, Baum thanked them for their patronage, adding that with
better times "we do not doubt that the Pioneer would have
stood today the largest circulated of the Northwest," Alter the
holiday, he observed that the lean economy had not reduced
the number of unneeded and inappropriate gifts, and "everyone proudly thinks everyone else supremely happy but himself
or herself" But, the editor continued, "in spite of our seeming
cynicism, we say thank God for Christmas! for a season of peace
and loving contentment!" The respite had been sorely needed,
for a fire alarm in the early morning of the twenty-first had
caused tlie men to spring "from their beds with the vague idea
that the town was on fire or the Indians upon us, the women
trembled and covered up their heads with the bedclothes, the
babies squalled, the dogs barked and the bells clanged and the
whistles shrieked" long after the fire was over. Was tliis going
to be "the regulation thing witii our 'excellent and well-organ106. This passage reflects the faa that the Lakotas were quite a.^tute about the white concept of religious Freedom and asserted it for theni-selves. It also makes the point that Indians
who were subject to South Dakota taxes had lieen granted suffrafie al the No\eml>er IH90
election, while women had |-)ecn denied. Koupal, Notes. Our Landlady, pp. 189n.K)7, 21t.
UM. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. 29 Nov., 20, 27 Dec. \m.\, Aberdeen Daily News, 25 Dec.
1890.
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ized' paid fire department," the editor asked plaintively, because
if so, "we fear the town will be depopulated after all."^*^'^
On thefirstof January 1891, bill collectors began their work,
and the Evening Republican "'died with the old year," Baum observed on the third, while the Daily Neivs, "now living on the
fat [the city printing contract] which formerly supported the
Republican, rejoices immoderately over the downfall." Baum's
columns were full of mortgage foreclosure notices and boilerplate reports of militaiy and Indian casualties as news of the 29
December 1890 encounter between Big Foot's band and the
United States Seventh Cavalry at Wounded Knee began to come
in.'"'-' In his editorial comments, which had shrunk to one and
a third columns, he criticized the federal government for policies that resulted in a "terrible loss of blood to our soldiers, and
a battle which, at its best, is a disgrace to the war department."
The newspaper had "before declared that our only safety depends upon the total extirmination [sic] of the Indians. Having
wronged them for centuries we had better, in order to protect
our civilization, follow it up by one more wrong and wipe
these untamed and untamable creatures from the face of the
earth," insuring "future safety for our settlers and the soldiers
who are under incompetent commands." Immediately below
this discussion but as a separate comment, he wrote, "An eastern contemporary, with a grain of wisdom in its wit, says that
'when the whites win a fight it is a victory, and when the Indians win it is a massacre!"' Baum's rhetoric and ambivalence
about the situation had not changed, but from this point on, he
said little about the Indians^*'
Instead, possibly because he was becoming seriously ill,
Baum focused on Spiritualism and the people he saw as responsible for his own and the community's financial problems. In
the "Literary Notices" column on 3 January, the editor reviewed
108. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 20, 27 Dec. 1890.
109. For a chronology and conit'fnporary views of events leading up to Wounded Knee,
see Jtihn D. McDermutt. "Wounded Knee: Centennial Voices," South Dakota Histoiy 20 (Winter 1990): 245-98.
110. A/jerdeen Saturday Pioneer, i Jan. 1891. Baum's final editorial comment on the Indian .situation would he couched as a criticism of William ("Buffalo Bill") Cody on 10 |anuar>':
"Unless ihe troubles are stxin ended this doughty warrior (in novels) will .see whai an Indian resembles when daubed for war and snorting for gore. Cody i.s after some free iidvertising to enable him to start another show."
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Mem\x;rs of the Aberdeenflredepartment condticted a hose dn!l
at the Dakota Neivspaper Union in the fewett Block on. Main Street in 1892.
Baum 's Bazaarformerly occupied the small building at far left.

an article in the Arena magazine that "proves conclusively" that
there are "objective apparitions." The author, Alfred Rüssel Wallace, "unlike our own Dr. Keeling," did not attribute such things
to the devil. The next day, the Methodist Episcopal minister, J.
C. Shetland, addressed his congregation on the topic "Spiritualism, Saul, and the Witch of Endor." The Gospel of Ghosts was
back in the news. In response, the "spiritualists of the city"
asked Edward Bach to prepare a lecture because he had been
a "student of the ism" for many years. Bach, the local representative of a large lumber manufacturing company, was also
an "able exponent of political economy" and had been writing
on financial issues for Baum's Western Investor.^^^ Following his
talk, titled "What is Spiritualism?—A Plea for Justice," the News
111. Aberdeen Daily Netvs, \, 4, 8 Jan, 1891. For a sample nf his writings on econumy,
see Aberdeett .Saturday Pioneer, 15 Nov. 1890. Brief profiles of Bach appear in Aberdeen and
Broum County. S. D.. ¡Ihistrati'd and Koupal, annotalion.s in Our Landlady, p. 194.
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commented tersely, "Last evening's conglomeration was a good
demonstration of the illusory jargon it is possible to string
together in support of a vagary." Conversely, Baum's write-up
claimed that the lecture cloaked Spiritualism in a new dignity
and ably demonstrated that the "ism" inspired its adherents to
"follow the golden rule on earth" and that its knowledge "robs
the death bed of all its terrors." Tackling Keeling directly. Bach
had asserted that the devil "is a superstition of the dark ages;
the dawn of .science and civilization robbed him of most of his
prestige even amongst the Christians."^'^
Baum reserved his editorial ire on 10 January for banker
Frank Hagerty, the state commissioner of immigration and part
owner of the News, who had just published the commission's
annual report. Baum petitioned the newly reelected governor
to "appoint some one to fill [the position] who does not run a
printing office, or else oblige the Commissioner to receive public bids for all the advertising required," Hagerty's paper had
"almost been supported by the printing" in the past year, and
"the outside press, not run by the Commissioner, but who constantly work to boom the intere.sts of the state, have not been
able to get their fingers in the pie at all." If this problem could
be solved, Hagerty would be "as good a man as any other" as
long as his deputy could "be induced to remain in charge of
affairs." The economic realities of the newspaper business were
fast catching up with Baum, as times got harder and people
began to steal from clotheslines, coal bins, and smokehouses.
People who ordinarily decline to steal are driven to pilfering,"
the Pioneer editor observed, adding that those "who prefer not
to donate to this class of the poor" lock up and "keep an eye
open for the enemy's skirmishing lines."^'-^
The next day, Presbyterian minister Reverend C. Fred Wallace proclaimed the "Gospel of Ghosts" a "gigantic evil" and
pointed out from the pulpit tliat nearly all mediums had been
caught in one or more acts of "grossest deception." The A'e«;^
found the sermon "well calculated to displace the seed of spiritualism which has been planted in the community,""'^ but a
112. Abenieen IJaily Neu-s, 10 Jan. \&-)i: Aberdeen Saturday Pionwr, lOJan. lHyi.
113. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 10 Jan. 1891.
114. Aberdt'en Daily News. 13 Jan. 1891.
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'idci. u i'i...,vn,/' IIme churches and a ministerinl ¿(..vi'i,. .,
in 1890. The Methodist Episcopctl church, shown here, and
its ministerf. C. Shetland, sparked another round in the
Spiritualism dehate with his first sermon of 1891.

letter tt> the editor of the Pioneer signed "X. Y. Z." picked up
the glove in Spiritualism's defense. "Your paper is accounted a
liberal one," the writer wrote to Baum, "and I believe you yourself are accused of studying the Vedas and being more than
half Buddhist." Applauding Bach's lecture, the letter writer disparaged each minister who had spoken against Spiritualism.
Keeling's sermon had "reacted in favor of the ism, and the poor
gentleman had hard work to get out of a bad fix." Shelland's
effort was "laughable," and Wallace, "'a sort of hand-made par-
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son, who, I understand, was ordained to fill a fat living," spewed
"ineffective abuse." Rather than squelching the seed of spiritualism, Wallace had made friends for it.
"The phenomen[on] is imitated by fraudulent mediums," the
writer admitted, but a tnie Spiritualist "is never fooled by humbugs; . . . The inside of Spiritualism . . . is a simple morality
which explains everything by tits] own code." Christianity could
accommodate its doctrines because Spiritualism was but a
"stepping-stone to sometliing higher and grander in nature,
which shall yet be revealed." In an editor's note, Baum reacted
to the line about him, saying, "We have been accused of so
many things that it may be as well to state that we contribute
regularly toward the support of the church, and claim religious
freedom in everything else." The note was clever, but the reader strongly suspects that Baum, or a fellow Theosopiiist, wrote
the whole thing.'^^ Its dismissive comments about local ministers, whether his or not, did the Pioneer editor little good.
"There seems to be an impression . . . in Aberdeen tliat tlie religion of Jesus is on the wane and will soon give place to something of a more exalted nature," the Neu>s observed the next
day. "At least some would-be leaders of thought are boldly
making such assertions."'^*^
The direct attack on the ministers had a parallel on Baum's
editorial page. "There's going to be a regular cat and parrot
time in local political circles, and the Pioneer expects no end
of fun;" the editor gloated on 17 January, "for when thieves fall
out, honest men laugh." Causing him amusement was former
county treasurer Henry S. Williams who, now that he had lost
the election, had to account for the treasury and was acting
nervi)us. Williams belonged to the Republican 'ring" that had
a m the county machine and left Baum outside of whatever
public patronage the party controlled. No longer the least bit
sympathetic to that wing of the party, tlie Pioneer editor also
smirked at Williams's patron, United States Senator Gideon
Moody. "Even his brother Senators took their feet off the desks,"
Baum wrote, "when Gideon, with iiis massive brain working
on the South Dakota problem, passed by. If he has not set the
115. Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer, 17 Jan. 1891. Baum's wife or mother-in-law could have
contributed the piece, as well.
116. Aberdeen Daily News. 18 Jan. 1ÍÍ91.
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Potomac on fire it is because he does not carry matches—not
that he isn't able." During the next week, Williams came up about
seven thousand dollars short in his accounting because the
money was tied up in Frank Hagerty's bank, all assets of which
had been frozen since mid-October. Williams "can make the
amount good and the county will never lose a cent through his
misfortune," the News opined. Those who know him, including his political enemies, do not doubt this though some would
heap obloquy upon him had they the power."^^"^
The following Saturday, 24 January 1891, the editorial page
of the Pioneer oozed despair and sarcasm. In a recent symposium published in the Illustrated American, hundreds of women
had expressed a preference for polygamy as refuge from their
present condition. Men, they claimed, were becoming degraded and immoral. 'What good are your churches, preachers?"
the editor asked. "What good . . . are the Christian teachings
you have heard from your youth up, when such a state of
affairs is permitted to exist?" He concluded, "But alas! mammon
niles the world and not morality, and again we say, look at the
condition of modern society, and in fear and trembling ask
yourself—Where will the end be?" Just one year earlier, the
same man had started his newspaper with the hope of generous
patronage from a booming community and had proclaimed
breezily in May that "the world is vast, and Commerce is [its]
greatest king!"^^** Now he focused on the reverses of fortune
that haunted him and Aberdeen but did not seem to affect the
popular Hagerty, who "had a newspaper" to keep people posted. "And it was understood," Baum said sarcastically, "that the
deposits [in his bank] were very light and the depositors very
few." As it turned out, the depositors were "legion" and the
deposits as high as seventeen thousand dollars. "There are
many whose hopes and ambitions are buried in the ruins of
Hagerty's, and who eye wistfully each day the assignees, who
gravely shake their heads and say nothing." Hagerty himself,
Baum claimed, was at the state capitol, pulling strings to be
reappointed as commissioner of immigration.'^'-'
117. Ibid.. ¿2 Jan. 1891IIS. Ahenleeii Saturday Pioneer, 17 May Itî9(J.
119. Although I have been unable to find the bankruptcy records, I strongly suspect that
Hiiuru or members uf his family—or perhaps his biggest creditors—had money deposited in
Hagerty's sinking financial institution.
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Beard, Gajie & Beiird.

Despite the hard times. Baum
remained committed to improving
and promoting the Aberdeen
Saturtlay Pioneer, ¡n the 1
Not'ember 1890 isstte. an
advertisement for T. Clarkson
Gage's business did double
duty as a plug for the Pioneer.

APABTUBNT SFTOBSI, 4O1 Malii Street,
ABEBDKBX, HOUTU DAKOTA.

The Daily News couched its rejoinder in the words of a "citizen." Considering that Baum himself had failed only a short
time before and had "subjected his creditors to loss and inconvenience, his attack upon Mr. Hagerty in last week's Pioneer
reaches the acme of meanness," the unnamed person remarked.
"Were it possible to dissect a .soul like Mr. Baum's, I opine that
it would be found smaller than the historic mustard seed."^""
Noting that his "little commentary" had caused adverse reactions, Baum took two columns in his 31 January issue to re120. Aberdeen Daily News. 27 Jan. 1891.
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spond. The popular banker had given generously to churches
and deserved credit "for heading every subscription list," but
"the mantle of charity which Mr. Hagerty flung about him in his
palmy days was so ample that even now many people have
been unable to peep beneath its folds, and gaze curiously
upon the * * * and other things that it covered." The bank's
soundness had l^een in doubt for two years, and Baum questioned the bankers judgment in continuing to accept deposits
and sell stock, citing the law that called such behavior a felony.
According to the latest rumor, Hagerty had now given personal assets to a lat public officer" {no doubt Williams) rather than
share them out among his creditors or "those poor people who
were being ruined by his failure." At this distance. Baum's argument appears to contain much justice, but he attacked the man
personally, impugning his motives, and people took offense in
Hagerty's behalf.
In tlie same issue, Baum announced that tlie Aberdeeii Saturday Pioneer would, without a name change, become a Sunday
paper of "the highest literary and news character." Expanding
his weekly once again to twelve pages, Baum took a final stab
at the Aberdeen newspaper field. The expensive changes, similar to those in.stituted the previous spring, were "certainly worthy of commendation when we consider that the Pioneer is a
Dakota newspaper," the editor stated, "and the times in Dakota are not extra good." In exchange, he asked for people's "cordial support" to allow the Pioneer to "enjoy a fullness of prosperity." The new material would be in addition to the regular
local news and society notes, he added. Baum's strength had
always been in the light satire of Mrs. Bilkins's remarks and the
highly entertaining stories, verses, and parodies he used in
writing up the social or local events. Even throughout January
1891, as his editorial voice grew ever more strident, his gently satirical "Our Landlady" column reached true genius as the author
explored modern inventions and looked forward in time.^-'
Although Baum seemed to understand what his strengths
were, he soon undermined them in his second twelve-page
issue on 14 Eebiuary. From the beginning, Baum's editorial-page
voice had tended to be blunt, hammering home his points. As
].¿\. Aherdeen Saturday Pioneer. 3! Jan., 8 Feh. iS91, See also Our Landlady, pp. 153-f>H.
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his personal misfortunes multiplied, his commentary pounded
relentlessly at his targets as his ability to distinguish issues from
personalities became less and less sure. The simation reached
a flash point on the fourteenth as Baum focused his attention
on the high salaries in the school system and the need for civic
economy in the hard times. The editor and others had complained
for some time that the salary paid the high-school superintendent was too high when compared to his counterparts in comparable cities, but as he had in the Williams and Hagerty editorials, Baum now attacked the man along with the issue. Why, he
asked, should the city "'pay $1600 for a $600 article'"' The present incumbent might not be unqualified as a teacher, but he was
not qualified to excel as a superintendent. Ironically, Baum
stressed that the prime qualification of a good superintendent
was his ability to inspire students with enthusiasm, and he
asked parents to talk with their children to determine if his
assessment of Professor Hood's lack of abilities was correct.
Three days later, the superintendent proved his ability to inspire pupils beyond all doubt when the News printed student
resolutions in support of Hood and roundly condemning Baum.
The News itself took inordinate glee in Baum's comeuppance,
headlining the student communication: "A Nice Brown Roast.
Editor Baum Gets A Fine Dose from the Pupils of the High
School." The re.solutions 'would go to show," the News editor
opined, that the sentiment of the public was "radically opposed
to Mr. Baum's editorial screed." Proceeded by three '"whereas"
clauses, the proclamation accused Baum of motives of spite,
ignorance, or a wish for notoriety. The resolutions denounced
"the action of the Pioneer and others as unwarranted, ungentlemanly and beneath the dignity of the public press and honorable citizens." If taxpayers wished to practice economy, they
could "refuse patronage to a public nuisance that is constantly
engaged in making scurrilous attacks upon its superiors." In
such actions, the resolutions claimed, Baum "conspires against
the welfare of the Aberdeen schools and is therefore a traitor
to the best interest of the city and its children."'-- Baum had
harvested a whirlwind, and it would blow him right out of Dakota,
122. Aberdeen Daily Neuis. 17 Feb. 1S91.
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In the following weeks, the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer publisher discontinued the "Our Landlady" columns, dropped back
to eight pages, and hunkered down under the barrage of public opinion. As editor, Baum had been called upon to place all
matters of general discussion before his readers, he said on 21
February, "attacking without fear or favor all evils that crop out
in our community, and laying them frankly before the eyes of
the people." While he was liable to err. he protested that he
iiad put his ideas forth in a gentlemanly fashion and did not
deserve the "scurrilous and vulgar set of resolutions." He also
noted sarcastically that no paper would have printed them
"except the News, and not even that sheet would have been
guilty of fathering such billingsgate save for the mighty love
existing between the two papers." In his 28 February issue, a
letter signed "A. Reformer" defended the editor's position and
thanked him for his "gentlemanly reproof of Professor Hood.
The next week, a lengthy editorial again defended the Pioneer's position. In a recent sciiool report, the prt>fessor had "a
grammatical error in each sentence beside several inelegancies
of speech," the editor reported and asked if this fact did not
"seem to indicate that among the good qualities of tjur superintendent, which are said to be so cheap at Sl600 a year, that
of his early education was in some way neglected?"
While tlie 7 Marcli issue also called for irrigation and urged
people to stay in Aberdeen, Baum himself was no longer much
involved with Dakota or the contents of the Pioneer. The illness that had i>een dogging the publisher for several months
had reached its climax, as well, and he had been confined to
bed since 21 Februar>'. The personal columns reported that a
surgeon had removed a tumor from beneatli his tongue, and "it
is hoped he will be able to resume conduct of the Pioneer by
another week. In the meantime the public is kindly requested
to overlook all its déficiences Ls'ic]."^-^-^ On 14 March, the Pioneer published on its local news page the salary schedules for
school officials in the comparable Dakota cities of Sioux Falls,
Pierre, Mitchell, and Bismarck. Tlie figures amply illustrated
Baum's contentions about the superintendent's salary, for the
other cities paid from a low of S800 at Mitchell to a high of
123. Ahei-deen Saturdav Pioneer. 7 Mjr 1891. See also 2ti Feb. 1891.
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$1500 at Sioux Falls, while Aberdeen paid $16OO. Baum had
vindicated himself, but he did not resume conduct of the Pioneer. As his health improved, he traveled to Chicago to search
for a new job in the true boomtown of the 1890s.'^'^
Years after Baum left Dakota, an Aberdeen contemporary
would remark tliat Baum was a '"many-sided man" who '"worked
like a Trojan and evinced surprising ability, not to say genius, in
the feamre and social departments of his paper. But there was
no field, and the paper, like the store, simply stopped."'-^ As the
tide of public opinion and the all-important patronage of the
community had turned against the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer,
the publisher relinquished control, remarking in later years that
the sheriff wanted the paper more than he did, so he gave it to
H^ Baum's "many-sidedness did not seem to count" in the
and the former newspaper editor moved on into tlie
worlds of advertising, theater, and children's literature, where
the rich diversity of his ideas would be an asset in the years to
come. In his children's stories, unlike his editorial page, Baum
would make good use of the talent for gentle satire, amusing
voices, and modem thinking that he had acquired on the road
to Oz.
124. Ibid., 21 \far. 1891. This issue i.s the last one that has survived, but it Indicates that
a paper was planned for the following week. The Aberdeen Daily .'^ews also indicates (hat
Che last issue of the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer appeared on ^ April 1R91. See Aherdeen
Daily News, 4 Apr. 1891.
125. Torrey, "So. Dakota is Proud."
126. Maud Gage Baum interview, Syracuse Herald-Syracuse Sunday American. 30 July
1939.
127. Torrey, "So. Dakota is Proud."
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